5

IT
Assessments

5.1.

Introduction
ComIT’s goals include deploying technology solutions that enable citizens, customers and members to access city information and services without constraints of time or location. ComIT is committed to providing quality service delivery and
exceeding customer expectations. This goal is aligned with ComIT’s strategic vision as “an organization committed to
proactively delivering a dynamic and evolving set of core services and innovative technologies that the
city and its constituents demand.”
Before ComIT could determine the initiatives to include in the IT Strategy and Roadmap, the department had to identify
the capabilities and gaps that could limit effective execution of the strategy. Gartner and ComIT performed an in-depth assessment of the ComIT organization, processes and technologies. The following IT assessments were conducted, and each
will be discussed in greater detail in sections to follow.
1.

Application Portfolio Analysis (Section 5.2)

2. Oracle e-Business Suite Benchmark (Section 5.3)
3. Infrastructure and Operations Benchmark (Section 5.4)
4. Organizational Assessment (Section 5.5)
5. IT Governance and PMO/PPM Assessment (Section 5.6)
6. Public Safety Radio Assessment (Section 5.7)
7.

IT Tools and Technologies Assessment (Section 5.8)

8. IT Processes and Services Assessment (Section 5.9)
The results of the assessments generated recommendations for improvement and were the input to the strategic initiatives that
are discussed in section 6. The assessments also provided an indication of the organization’s infrastructure and operations maturity. The goal of an organization is to reach an optimal level of maturity that is unique to that individual organization. There
are benefits for most organizations in advancing maturity from Level 1 to Level 2 or Level 3; however, the effort and cultural
changes required to advance to Level 4 or Level 5 may not be affordable or achievable by all organizations. An organization
must balance goals for IT maturity against practical realities and the necessity of achieving higher maturity levels.
The following figure describes the five maturity levels for IT organizations and their typical characteristics as defined by Gartner.
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Figure 15: IT Maturity Levels13
1

2

3

4

5

Current or Desired Maturity

5 Optimized — Best practices are followed and automated. Processes have been refined to
a level of best practice. Process is highly mature and predictable based on the results of
continuous improvement and quantitative process performance. IT is adapted to further
automate the workflow and improve the organization’s quality, effectiveness, and ability to adapt.
4 Managed — Processes are monitored and measured. Processes are proactively managed and
controlled to continuously provide good practice. Automation and tools are utilized to further
manage process activities. Emphasis on measuring and analyzing quantitative objectives to improve
processes and identify areas that are failing to meet the needs of the customer/organization.
3 Defined — Processes are documented and communicated. Processes, standards, tools, measures and
methods have been standardized, documented and communicated (through training) across the organization.
The processes are moderately mature and formalize existing practices. Process improvements and metrics
are occur over time.
2 Repeatable — Processes follow a regular pattern. Processes have developed to the stage where similar
procedures are followed by different people undertaking the same task. Most of the work is done by procedures and
varies by department. There is no formal training or communication of standard procedures, and responsibility is left
to the individual or work group.
1 Ad hoc/Random — Processes are ad hoc and disorganized. There is evidence that the organization has recognized
that the issues exist and need to be addressed. There are, however, no standardized processes but instead there are ad
hoc approaches that tend to be applied on an individual or case-by-case basis. The overall approach to process
management is disorganized. There is a strong reliance on the competence and heroics of the people in the organization.

5.2.

Application Portfolio Analysis (IT Assessment #1)
ComIT engaged Gartner to analyze the health of the application portfolio and the supporting processes. The application
portfolio is the collection of applications used by the city to conduct business transactions. The portfolio includes enterprise
applications used by many departments, as well as line-of-business applications used only by specific groups. The application portfolio assessment and resultant recommendations are the starting point for a new application portfolio management (APM) discipline. Proactively assessing and managing the application portfolio allows evidence-based decisions in
determining the value of an application asset and making investments. One of the most important goals of APM is ensuring
applications provide long-term value to the organization.
Overall, the portfolio is in fair to good health. Users are generally satisfied and feedback is largely positive; however, ComIT
can make strides by engaging stakeholders and improving application lifecycle management processes. The full Gartner application portfolio analysis deliverable can be viewed in Appendix APM Final Report.

Methodology
Gartner and ComIT deployed a survey to assess application health and user satisfaction. More than 200 stakeholders (users)
provided input on 157 applications that covered key areas of the city’s business functions. Overall, the city has approximately
500 business applications in addition to numerous desktop productivity applications such as Outlook, Access and Adobe.
The survey response rate was approximately 97%.
Application users were surveyed to establish perspectives on business value and technical quality for the applications. Survey questions included perspectives on an application’s usability, complexity, degree of integration and scalability, and technical relevancy. The results of the survey were used to prioritize improvement opportunities and improve resource allocation
and deployment.
Two Gartner methodologies were utilized for this analysis. First, the TIME (tolerate, invest, migrate, and eliminate) methodology utilized business and technical stakeholder feedback to provide guidance for application investment decisions. For the
TIME method, surveys where sent to users to elicit responses to questions about an application’s overall value and health.
More is discussed regarding TIME methodology below.
Second, the pace layer framework analyzes what ComIT can do to better align with the needs of the business. The pace layer
13
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refers to the rate of business change surrounding an application and how ComIT should engage with the customer to support
the applications. More is discussed regarding pace layer methodology below.

In-Scope Applications
Applications selected for the survey included enterprise (widely used across the city) applications such as Laserfiche, SharePoint and the Oracle e-Business suite, as well as line-of-business applications such as Hansen, Banner and Public Utilities
applications. A ComIT team examined existing lists of applications and researched candidates for inclusion. Applications
that were selected included business applications that are used by at least several city resources. Utilities, tools, desktop
productivity applications, state or federal applications, and those only used by one or two resources were not considered for
inclusion in the survey. Due diligence was exercised to ensure survey applications were representative of the departments’
functions and services. ComIT intends to conduct another round of application surveys in FY15 in order to obtain a more
complete picture of the portfolio’s health.
The figure below describes the types of services and functions the city performs and the number of applications in each performance area that were surveyed. There were 157 applications that were assessed. Gray-shaded functions indicate that all
the applications that perform these functions were surveyed. Blue-shaded functions indicate some, but not all, applications
that perform these functions were surveyed. These applications were chosen to ensure breadth and inclusion of the city’s
critical software.
Figure 16: Functions and In-Scope Applications

TIME Methodology
The TIME methodology leverages perceived business and technical value to guide portfolio investment decisions. Stakeholders who use applications were sent surveys to provide feedback on the applications’ business value and technical condition.
Survey respondents scored various criteria such as usability, complexity, quality of integration, security and criticality on a
scale of 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent). The average business value score and average technical condition score placed the application into one of four quadrants – tolerate, invest, migrate, or eliminate (see Figure 17). The quadrant in which an application
falls provides guidance for how ComIT should manage that application in the future - whether to invest, to keep the current
value, or eliminate it from the portfolio.
The end result of the TIME exercise is an application portfolio strategy. ComIT can use the results to plan lifecycle management, modernize aging technology and replace ineffective assets. The city’s modernization strategy should drive asset inventories to a “right” mix of performance and investment. A portfolio assessment helps identify ways to improve the balance
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of the application portfolio by optimizing the trade-offs available in business value, technical effectiveness, cost and risk.
Planning around high-level categories like tolerate, invest, migrate and eliminate is a key step in investment prioritization.
Figure 17: TIME Quadrants14

As defined by Gartner, the characteristics and qualities of the TIME quadrants are described below.


Tolerate: Applications deliver business value, and ComIT is maintaining them for various reasons.
1. High technical condition but low business contribution.
2. Integration with others systems make these more tolerable.
3. Major investments should be supported by strong business cases.



Invest: Effort and money should be spent to maintain the currency of these applications.
1. High business contribution and high technical condition.
2. Opportunities should be assessed to expand the functional footprint of the application.



Migrate: Technology, resource and/or information difficulties make these tough, yet important, to maintain.
1. High business contribution but low technical condition.
2. Initiatives should be aimed at cost and risk reduction.



Eliminate: These applications generally need immediate priority for remediation.
1. Low business contribution and low technical condition.
2. Often applications have high support costs and cause pain for the organization.

Pace Layer Methodology
The concept behind the pace layer is that applications should be managed differently depending on the pace of change surrounding the application. The frequency of business process change in relation to an application should dictate how ComIT engages
with stakeholders, how funding is obtained and how risk is tolerated. The pace layer management framework aims to resolve the
contention between differing business and IT objectives through tiered management.
Conflict between an application’s pace layer and how it is actually managed can cause strategic misalignment. For example, business leaders may be looking for a modern, easy-to-use application that can be quickly deployed to solve a specific problem; however, the IT organization has a strategic goal of standardizing on a limited set of comprehensive applications in order to minimize
14
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integration issues, maximize security and reduce IT costs. The solution to the misalignment is to establish a new strategy for
business applications that responds to the desire of the business to use technology to drive innovative new processes, while still
providing a secure and cost-effective environment to support core business processes.
The Gartner survey assesses an application’s pace layer based on one survey question (from the TIME survey) that asks how
often business processes surrounding an application change. There are three pace layers. Each layer within the framework supports different business objectives with varying governance and lifecycle management approaches. The pace layers are:


Systems of Record



Systems of Differentiation



Systems of Innovation

Depending on which pace layer an application falls into, there are different recommended practices and approaches for the following factors.


Analytics



Mission Performance



Architecture



Risk



Data



Software Development Lifecycle (SDLC)



Engagement



Technology



Funding

For example, a System of Record should be treated with more formal SDLC project processes, while a System of Innovation should be developed or modified using a more agile and interactive approach. Systems of Innovation can tolerate more
risk than either Systems of Record or Differentiation. Systems of Innovation support advances in mission performance or
competition, while Systems of Record are more often used to “keep the lights on” and sustain existing processes. Systems of
Innovation are predictive, while Systems of Record report historical information.
ComIT must work with the business to understand the pace of change and degree of uncertainty around specific processes,
then map to the correct pace layer strategy. This will allow ComIT to apply the appropriate technical concepts, governance
and lifecycle management to accommodate the various rates of change. The figure below describes the characteristics of an
application within each of the three pace layers.
Figure 18: Pace Layer Characteristics15

1Source: Gartner,
Source:
Inc. Gartner, Inc.
15
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TIME Findings
The scope of applications assessed indicates a portfolio that is overall in fair to good health and in need of additional investment. This finding is consistent with direct feedback from the departments. Only tactical change is required - no evidence of
a need to “rip and replace.”
The figure below represents all applications surveyed and the TIME quadrant in which they fall. Each bubble or circle is
a specific application, and the size of the circle corresponds to the FTE costs to support that application. In general, most
application TIME scores indicate ComIT should continue to invest in applications and migrate some applications to more
current technology.
Figure 19: TIME Results for 157 Applications

The table below shows the summary of scores from the survey for both the business value and technical value questions.
Higher scores indicate better value and condition.
Table 4: Summary of TIME Scores
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Business

Technical

Average

3.47

3.20

Median

3.46

3.22

Mode

3.83

4.56
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Tolerate Quadrant
Of the 157 surveyed applications, 14 fell within the tolerate quadrant. ‘Tolerate’ means that the applications have good technical condition, but provide less business value. They should continue to be maintained by ComIT and the city.
Figure 20: Applications to Tolerate

The tolerate applications included:















DAP
E-Learning
GeoMedia Professional- GIS Editing
GeoMedia Transaction Manager- Database Transaction Manager
HEC-RAS
LaserFiche
Occupational Health Manager (OHM)
RedNMX
SIM Manager
Speed Accuracy Test
SunGard IJS Prosecutor
TeleCorp Wall Display Plus
TIMP (Technology Infrastructure Management and Planning)
Workforce Planning & Development (WorkPAD)
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Invest Quadrant
Of the 157 surveyed applications, 88 fell in the invest quadrant. This is a favorable result and indicates these applications
provide good business value and are in good technical condition. The city should continue to invest in these applications to
keep them current.
Figure 21: Applications to Invest In

The invest applications included:
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1099 Pro



GRM



Oracle e-Business Suite Payroll



ACL



GovMax



Patron Edge



Advocate-PAM



Group1



Petra Pro



Advocate-PCC



Harmony



Pictometry-Analytics Online



Advocate-Utilities



Helix



Pictometry-EFS



Anasazi



HVAC - Johnson



PIP



Animal Control Pet Tags



HVAC - Judicial



PowerDMS



ArcGIS Desktop



HVAC - Trane Tracer ES



Project Server 2010



ArcGIS Server



Hydrant Defects



PULab



Auto RAE Lite



Hydrant Flow Tests



ProVal



AutoAudit



IAPro



Pump Station Capacity



Banner



Image Trend (EMS RMS)



Radix



Bicycle License



IMPLAN Professional



Reads



Business Center Billing



iPOAD



Risk Master



CAD-APCO MEDS



Jamar TRAXPro



SharePoint
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CAD-Push to Talk



LifeNet



SREPORTS – Historical SCADA



CircIT



LInX



SSOs



City Law



MARS



Extensis Portfolio



CMP



Mercury Marine CDS



Station Status Map



Collection Basin Capacity



Meter Check Out



StreetPaveMap



CounterPoint



MicroMain Key Tracking



Symphony - SirsiDynix



DHS Total Recall SQL



MicroMain Maintenance



Time Guardian Pro



EBMS



MIDAS



Tow Tracker



EnCase



Mitchell On Demand



Treasurer Miscellaneous Invoices



Energy Cap Enterprise



Mobile Phone Examiner



VBAlert



ePRO



MP2



WaterAdmin



ERDAS- Remote Sensing



Oracle e-Business Benefits



Class



Fleet Anywhere Billing



Oracle e-Business Finance



WAVE



Fleet Focus FA



Oracle e-Business HRMS



WebEOC



Forensic Toolkit
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Migrate Quadrant
Of the 157 applications surveyed, 31 fell within the migrate quadrant. This indicates that these applications continue to provide business value, but the technology should be further assessed and upgraded. The city should focus on these applications
to modernize the technology.
Figure 22: Applications to Migrate

The migrate applications included:
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Accela / Permits & Inspection



Housing Pro



AceTrack / AceScore



HRSPRO



All Clear 7



HVAC - Siemens Insight



Applicant Tracking System [aka Recruit_beta.mdb]



HVAC - Trane Tracer Summit



Business License System MF



iNovah



CAD-E-911



KISPC (Keep it Simple)



CAD-EMS Two Tone Alerting



Magic Monitor



CAD-Time Synch (Digital Clock)



Mun-Ease - Municipal Bonds Manager



CAD-Vesta



PISTOL



CAD-Vesta View



ReportBeam - Electronic Incident Reporting



Concealed Weapons Permit Application



QuickModules



Council Chambers Voting Software



SCADA



Daily Rental



TeleStaff



Envision for BACtalk



The BEAST



Guard1Plus



Veeder-Root



Hansen (Work Order & Parts Inventory)
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Eliminate Quadrant
Of the 157 applications surveyed, 23 fell within the eliminate quadrant. These applications were scored as having lower business value and lower technical condition. ComIT should work with the city businesses to assess whether these applications
should be replaced with more viable, current solutions. In addition, modernizing the underlying technology, enabling unused
functionality and enhancing integration may make these applications more valuable to the organization.
Figure 23: Applications to Consider Replacing

The eliminate applications included:


Accela / Code Enforcement



GeoMedia Public Works Manager



CAD Analyst (Incident Mapping and Analysis)



Learning Management System (LMS)/Pathlore



CAD-AVL (Automatic Vehicle Locator)



MRTG



CAD-CARS



OSCAR



CAD-Fire/Ems Station Alerting



OSIS - Online Spatial Information System



CAD-Maverick Mapping



PPATS (Project Planning & Tracking System)



CAD-Mobile Client Tiburon MDS



psAdvance



CAD-Mobile Mapping



Secure Messaging Application (SMA)



CAD-Paging



Turning Point



CAFR 2000



WebQuery/WebCAD



GeoMedia GIS2GRM-Transfer Parcel and Address
information form GIS to Government Records



WMBPTA (Women and Minority Business Participation Tracking Application)



GeoMedia Parcel Mapper- Parcel Management
Module
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Business Value Scoring
From a business value perspective, applications were deemed critical and highly used across the portfolio, but are in siloes
and require specialized knowledge for efficient use. The assessment survey revealed notable high (positive) and low (negative) business indicators.




High indicators
·

Utilization - 70% use the application on a routine and constant basis

·

Criticality - 63% believe the application is critical or mission-critical

·

Security - 62% believe the application security is strong or optimized

Low indicators
·

Complexity - 25% feel the application is complex or very complex

·

Relevance - 19% feel the application is somewhat relevant or irrelevant

·

Integration - 18% feel that integration is manual or disconnected

The spider diagram below indicates the average score on the business value indicators that the survey measured for all applications in the portfolio.
Figure 24: Portfolio Business Value Indicators
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Technical Value Scoring
Technically, applications are found to be performing adequately, but the technical design is constraining. The assessment
survey revealed notable high (positive) and low (negative) technical indicators.


High indicators

· Performance - 89% believe the application meets, surpasses or exceeds service levels
· Security - 85% believe the application security is sufficient, strong or optimized
· Hardware - 76% believe the hardware is recent, current or leading


Low indicators

· Scalability - 28% believe the application is rigid or somewhat scalable
· Extensibility - 28% believe the application is somewhat configurable or programmatic
· Integration - 21% believe the application is disconnected or manual
The spider diagram below indicates the average score on the technical value indicators that the survey measured for all applications in the portfolio.
Figure 25: Portfolio Technical Value Indicators

5.2.3.

Pace Layer Findings
Pace layer findings support the business’ claim regarding the lack of innovation. The city’s portfolio heavily leans toward
System of Record applications with low to moderate rates of change that are characterized by the following:


Stable business processes



Waterfall software development lifecycle and project management



Capital Investment Processes (CIPs) rather than operations budget funding



Reporting and historical trending
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Survey findings indicated that 69% of the city’s applications are Systems of Record, and only 5% of applications
are Systems of Innovation designed to quickly address a
problem or take advantage of a business opportunity.

Figure 27: Misalignment in Pace Layer Management

The Gartner survey took the analysis one step further
and assessed whether ComIT is treating each application
appropriately for its pace layer. Specific survey questions
addressed how formally ComIT engages with the customer,
how application funding is obtained, how well risk is tolerated, and other pace layer factors that include the following:


Analytics



Architecture



Data



Engagement



Funding



Mission Performance



Risk



SDLC



Technology

When assessing the portfolio in terms of pace layer alignment, ComIT is implementing a one-size-fits-all application management model. Although most of the city’s
applications are characterized as Systems of Record, the
majority of the portfolio is being managed as Systems
of Differentiation, which may result in increased operational costs (see Figure 26). As a more customer-focused,
business-enabling organization, ComIT will need to
facilitate greater innovation and the appropriate supporting processes.
Figure 26: Application Pace Layer Percentages
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The misalignment between the pace layer in which an
application falls and how it is actually managed, most frequently occurs in how ComIT engages with the customer
(engagement). ComIT tends to favor a more formal project
approach when a less formal, more flexible engagement
approach may be more appropriate and effective. The
figure below describes the frequency of misalignment for
each of the pace layer factors. Notice that engagement is
the most significant area of misalignment.
Figure 28: Rate of Pace Layer Factor Misalignment

Recommendations
Gartner has provided the following recommendations for improving the health of the application portfolio and employing a
more strategic approach to application management. The following improvement programs were prioritized based on project, high-level financial, service and efficiency benefit. Each factor – customer service, financial, and operational efficiency
- is weighted equally.

Recommendation 1: Improve Release Management
Address the software update process and packaging issues. Upgrade software rated as “end-of-life” for vendor support. The
benefits of this change will include improved customer satisfaction, increased return on investment of maintenance agreements, and improved packaging and image management processes. The spider diagram below reveals the very low technical
ratings for the indicated applications. ComIT should invest in better release management to keep these applications current.
Figure 29a: Impact of Poor Release Management

ComIT knows there are issues with the time it currently takes to package software to push to workstations and to keep applications current. As noted in section 5.9.1.11, release management is an immature process for ComIT. The effort to implement
release policies and processes will help improve scores such as those shown above in the diagram.
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Recommendation 2:
Mature Application Portfolio Management Capabilities
ComIT needs to continue its investment in maturing the APM organization and processes to ensure repeatability and efficiency. ComIT needs to set the portfolio vision: “Increase responsiveness for constituent services while stabilizing systems
of record, guided by an architecture that simplifies and ensures long-term application viability.”
The following tasks should also be performed:
·

Complete the assessment of all critical business and IT applications

·

Continuously validate and update the portfolio (annually at a minimum)

·

Establish a total cost of ownership model

·

Engage an APM manager in advisory boards

·

Implement an APM tool and dashboards

·

Expand business analysis and relationships

Projected benefits include increased responsiveness to customer requirements, prioritized investment guidance and automated portfolio management processes.
ComIT has designated an application portfolio manager and is in the process of selecting an APM tool. In addition, a second
round of TIME surveys is scheduled to launch in FY14 Q4. Business analysis practices are being expanded to adopt a more
business-focused, strategic view of the enterprise. Proactive efforts are underway to apply Gartner’s recommendations.

Recommendation 3: Investigate “Best Fit” Management Practices
ComIT should embark on an initiative to understand what is working well for applications that were rated highly and seek
to apply those practices or approaches internally. Leverage successes from high-performing functions/applications, including best practices balancing between IT centralization and decentralization (e.g. strength in utilities can be attributed to
dedicated IT staff, among other things). Projected benefits include improved service via an adaptable management model,
“right-sized” operational costs and appropriate matching of applications and management processes.

Recommendation 4: Improve Stakeholder Engagement
ComIT should prioritize business engagement in an effort to improve overall portfolio and specific application management.
The city has an opportunity to improve how business sponsors, stakeholders and users engage in managing applications. The
business relationship manager (BRM) will be the advocate who partners with customers to optimize their business applications. The BRM will ensure ComIT is correctly engaged with the communities of interest, and that application issues and
needs receive appropriate visibility.
Advisory boards work well to engage stakeholders on Systems of Record. Closer collaboration is needed for less stable, faster
changing applications (Systems of Innovation). Nearly one in five applications does not have the proper stakeholder engagement approach.

Recommendation 5: Establish Flexible Architecture
ComIT should develop a roadmap to standardize application architecture that is forward-looking, while addressing cost and
efficiency objectives. ComIT will address integration, scalability, extensibility and complexity to deliver the right capabilities,
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at the right time, at the lowest cost. Projected benefits include improved adaptability to customer requirements and user
experience, reduced cost via improved integration and the ability to extend applications.
·

Complexity: 25% feel the application is complex or very complex

·

Scalability: 28% believe the application is rigid or somewhat scalable

·

Extensibility: 28% believe the application is somewhat configurable or programmatic

·

Integration: 21% believe the application is disconnected or manual
Figure 29b: Business Value and Technical Value Indicators

Recommendation 6: Establish Innovation Framework
ComIT needs to provide a framework that adequately supports new and fluid business processes. ComIT must adopt
more responsive/agile development practices to deliver more capabilities with faster time to market. Pace layer factors
should be managed to promote innovation. Project benefits include the ability to meet demand to accommodate fastchanging processes and overall organizational agility.
·

Analytics – predictive, not just descriptive, intelligence

·

Architecture – build out more “beta” capabilities, focus less on perfecting existing capabilities

·

Data – better use of unstructured, dynamic information

·

Engagement – active involvement from business, even doing the work

·

Funding – full cost of application lifecycle via application sustainment CIP funding

·

Risk – greater tolerance (and expectations) for innovation

·

Software Development Lifecycle – agile, rapid application development (for example, the in house conversion of Team Track to OneVision)

·

Technology – adopt more leading-edge technologies

Application Portfolio Assessment Phase 2
ComIT is in the process of conducting a second phase of the applications portfolio assessment. Phase 2 will include benchmarking a subset of the most important applications to determine what ComIT spends to maintain these applications. Costs
for each application will be researched to calculate what ComIT spends for FTE and FTC support, licensing and vendor
support to maintain these assets. Better investment decisions will be possible once the true application support and maintenance costs are known.
In addition, starting in FY14 Q3 a second round of applications will be surveyed. Approximately 200 business applications
have been selected for the Phase 2 survey. The results will be used in a similar fashion to the original survey and will help
the city make investment decisions about the portfolio. After Phase 2, approximately 70% of the city’s applications will have
been assessed for business and technical value.
City of Virginia Beach | ComIT Master Technology Plan
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5.3.

Oracle Benchmark Assessment (IT Assessment #2)
The city utilizes the Oracle e-Business Application Suite to maintain human resources data and to manage financial data.
The suite of Oracle applications is more commonly known as InSITE. The city’s Oracle e-Business Application Suite has a
total of 7,920 named accounts (170 Financials and 7,750 Human Capital Management) and 341 concurrent users.
The Oracle benchmark assessment focused on the Oracle e-Business suite of applications. The benchmarking compared the
city’s total cost for Oracle support and maintenance to peer organizations, identified areas of inefficiency and provided recommendations to address new opportunities. The full Oracle benchmarking report can be viewed at Appendix Oracle ERP
Final Report.
Activities performed by Gartner included:


Planning data collection activities with the city



Initiating and supporting data collection for cost, workload and characteristics



Validating data and identifying peers for comparison basis



Performing data analysis and comparison



Developing the benchmark report, including recommendations

Activities performed by ComIT included:


Identifying staff that support the Oracle applications



Cross-referencing city staff to Gartner’s consensus model roles



Documenting loaded salaries for staff, as well as hourly rates for consultants



Analyzing Project Web Access (PWA) timesheets for recorded time and aggregating the percent of time spent on
defect repair, minor enhancements, business and operations support, technical upgrades, and other activities



Aggregating a year of defect counts from Oracle and mapping them to Gartner’s severity levels



Aggregating a year of defect counts from Heat and mapping them to Gartner’s severity levels



Providing a narrative on what the Oracle support team does, including lifecycle activities



The team also obtained:
o

Oracle contract information

o

Architecture of the Oracle environment

o

Licensing information (costs and users) for Oracle

Methodology
The city’s infrastructure is outsourced to Oracle through an Oracle On-Demand cloud agreement. Oracle On-Demand maintains the hardware environment, and the InSITE Program Group maintains software and configuration. The infrastructure
includes:
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One physical Linux server



Four operating system instances



Two Terabytes of useable storage



Oracle Enterprise Edition Database Management System (DBMS) software
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The Oracle applications benchmark scope was defined by the following criteria, which assume normal and representative
operating conditions.


Time frame for the study is 12 months in fiscal year 2013 (July 2012-June 2013)



Includes general support effort and associated tasks, including enhancement efforts under 10 person-days



Excludes the implementation phase, considered to be the first install of Oracle Enterprise Resource Planning software, and any major upgrade projects (i.e. the R12 upgrade) after the relevant go-live date

Gartner uses a consensus model for comparing ComIT’s Oracle operating and support costs to peer organizations. The
consensus model is a standard set of predefined categories or functional areas that define what is included in the benchmark
with regard to spending, staffing and workload. The consensus model allows valid comparisons between peers from a benchmark standpoint. There are self-contained, independent, fully-functional consensus models for each IT functional area
measured that are based on functional definitions. Activities and their cost and supporting staff are mapped accordingly to
that model in order to provide like-to-like peer comparisons.
The benchmark assessed hardware, software, occupancy and personnel costs to support the Oracle e-Business Application
Suite. The consensus model includes $2.0M of the city’s IT expenditures and 9.6 full-time equivalent staff in the analysis.
Figure 30: Consensus Model Illustration16

Peer Groups
Independent peer groups were selected for each IT functional area based on workload and other characteristics such as
industry and geography. The spending and support profile of each peer group was used to simulate what the comparative
group would spend to support the city’s workload. A composite model representing total IT spending in all areas included in
the analysis was also created.
Two peer groups, both public and private sector, are included in the Oracle e-Business benchmark that reflects similar Oracle
e-Business application installations in terms of named accounts, concurrent users, modules and operating environment.
The results are displayed with three peer group reference points:


Average: representing the average for the comparative group



25th Percentile: representing the lowest quartile for the comparative group. (It is important to note that lower cost
can be an indicator of either cost efficiency or under-funding).



75th Percentile: representing the highest quartile (least efficient) for the comparative group

Source: Gartner, Inc.

16
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Differences in spending and other metrics derived from this analysis provide insight into opportunities for increased cost
efficiency and reduced risk.

Findings
Functional Area Costs
The city’s IT spending for support of the Oracle e-Business application, infrastructure and operations environments is 12%
lower than what similar government peers would spend on average to support the same workload, at $2.0M versus $2.3M
respectively. The higher efficiency level is driven by lower costs for application support.
Figure 31: Total Spending by Functional Area17

17

Benchmark Data Source: Gartner, Inc.
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Spending by Cost Category
The city’s IT spending for personnel is 26% below the government peer average. Lower staffing levels and lower overall annual, fully burdened cost per FTE for application support are the key drivers.


Software costs are 6% lower than the government peer average.



Hardware costs are 17% higher than the government peer average.

Oracle On-Demand fees are categorized under hardware, but include hardware, software, facilities and managed services
for the ERP infrastructure and operations environment. For the government peer group, hardware also reflects outsourced
contract pricing for similar services provided by Tier 1 vendors.
Figure 32: Spending Cost by Cost Category18

18

Benchmark Data Source: Gartner, Inc.
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Spending by Sourcing Type
The city spends a similar amount on insourced resources compared with the government peer average, while spending on
outsourcing and contractors is lower than the government peer average overall. Compared with the government peer group,
the city spends less on external resources for application support and more for infrastructure and operations for the Oracle
e-Business Suite.
For clarification of the sourcing types, the definitions are included below.


Insource: Includes the spending and FTE for in-house resources including personnel, software, etc.



Outsource: Includes the fees for outsource contracts in which outsource is defined as any situation where the full
operational responsibility for IT services is completely handed over to an external service provider.



Contractor: Includes the spending and head count for contract labor (FTC) that is supplemental to existing inhouse staff and is “operationally” managed by in-house staff.
Figure 33: Spending Cost by Sourcing Type19

19

Benchmark Data Source: Gartner, Inc.
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FTE by Functional Area
The city’s IT staffing level for the Oracle e-Business application support, infrastructure and operations is 21% lower than the
government peer average, at 9.6 versus 12.2 FTEs respectively. Staffing is lower than the government peer average for both
application support and infrastructure and operations support.
Figure 34: Number of FTEs by Functional Area20

20

Benchmark Data Source: Gartner, Inc.
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FTEs by Sourcing Type
The city has more internal resources and fewer external contractors and consultants in comparison with the government
peer group.
Figure 35: FTEs by Sourcing Type21

21

Benchmark Data Source: Gartner, Inc.
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Oracle ERP Application Support FTEs by Staff Category
Technical and functional Oracle ERP application support staff at the city perform functions that often span multiple staff
categories. Combined staffing for development, quality assurance & testing, and business analysis & architecture is in line
with the government peer average, at 8.5 FTEs. The city does not have dedicated quality assurance/testing resources.
Staffing is lower than the government peer average for all other functions including:


Logical Database Analysis



IT Process Management



Project & Program Management



Services Administration



Management and Administration
Figure 36: Oracle ERP Application Support FTEs by Staff Category22

22

Benchmark Data Source: Gartner, Inc.
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Oracle ERP Application Support Cost per FTE
Total annual blended cost per FTE, including both internal staff and contractors, is 18% lower than the government peer
average, at $97K versus $118K. Cost per FTE for internal staff is 9% lower than the government peer average, at $96K versus
$106K. Cost per FTE for contractors is significantly lower than the government peer average, at $115K versus $175K.
Note: peer data is not adjusted for geographic cost of living considerations, tenure and skill sets, which can also impact
compensation comparisons.
Figure 37: Total Blended Cost per FTE23

The figure below presents the same data as above, but displays the difference between insourced employees and contractor
costs (FTEs versus FTCs).
Figure 38: Cost per FTE by Sourcing Type24

23
24

Benchmark Data Source: Gartner, Inc.
Benchmark Data Source: Gartner, Inc.
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Oracle ERP Application Support Service Request Efficiency
The number of service requests (SRs) opened for the fiscal period falls between the average and the 25th percentile of the
government peer group, similar to the staffing comparisons. There were 810 service requests opened during the year, and
819 service requests were closed. This indicates a significant number of work requests were completed and that there is not a
large backlog of open SRs.
The backlog of open SRs excludes expansion and large project CIPs. Overall, service request efficiency during the study year
(SRs closed/SRs opened) is 1.01% versus the government peer average of 0.88%. The city has a higher service request close
rate than peers when comparing the number of closed requests versus those that are still open.
Figure 39: Service Request Efficiency25

25

Benchmark Data Source: Gartner, Inc.
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Oracle Application Support Defects
The city reported a higher total number of defects when compared with the government peer group. In addition, there are a
higher number of the most critical and major defects, which have the greatest visibility and impact on the organization.
ComIT was performing a major system upgrade (R12) during the study period of FY13. This upgrade included significant
architectural changes and modifications to the finance modules, which contributed to the high number of defects. During
discussions pertaining to the results, Gartner acknowledged that they normally see a spike in defects when a major upgrade
of a system was performed during the study time frame. To provide a historical perspective, Figure 40 shows defect counts
for the past six years.
The figure below shows total number of defects for the study time frame of FY13.
Figure 40: Total Defects26

The figure below shows a more representative snapshot of the city’s Oracle defect count for the past several fiscal years.
Spikes in defect counts are due to major upgrade projects within those years.
Figure 41: Defect Count for Prior Years

26

Benchmark Data Source: Gartner, Inc.
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The number of incidents by severity or criticality was also assessed. Gartner’s definitions for incident severity are included
below for clarification.
Critical: Application will not run, aborts spontaneously or is providing serious data errors or data corruption; it impacts the
customer.
Major: Application runs, but major data errors are possible or major functionality is unavailable; it may impact the customer.
Minor: Minor data errors are possible or minor functionality is unavailable, with no significant impact on the customer.
Cosmetic: Examples include heading errors, minor fields missing and formatting problems, with little true impact on customer.
Figure 42: Defects by Severity27

27

Benchmark Data Source: Gartner, Inc.
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Recommendations



Ensure that critical knowledge is documented and
shared rather than held by specific individuals.



Take a long-term view to account for emerging
roles and skills, as well as current and near-term
needs.



Monitor backlog and quality levels closely to ensure
that proper priority is given to those efforts that are
consistent with business objectives.



Engage the businesses in governance and demand
management to ensure that requests are prioritized
and assigned appropriately, given resource availability.

Gartner has recommended the following actions and initiatives to increase Oracle support efficiency and effectiveness.

Application Support
Staffing Levels
Issues: The city has lean staffing and low spending on
personnel costs for Oracle ERP application production support and sustainment. Overall, staffing is 16% lower than the
government peer average and personnel costs are 26% lower
in comparison with the government peer group average.
The city was successful in addressing a large volume of
service requests, and there is a smaller backlog of open service requests. However, staffing is not sufficient to address
expansion work and will face coverage pressure due to staff
turnover and as the use of self-service (i.e. open enrollment
and iLearning) increases.
In addition to lean overall staffing, there is a high dependency on key individuals in certain areas, and some significant
differences between the city of Virginia Beach and the peer
group in terms of the distribution of the FTEs across the
various IT functions.
Staffing is similar to the peer group for direct technical and
functional job categories, but is lower for indirect functions
such as database administration, quality assurance and
testing, and planning and process management.
Recommendation: Obtain additional funding and
resources to meet expected increase in demand for ongoing
support, growth and expansion.




Establish an approach to managing current and
planning for future personnel resources.



Identify key skills, roles and positions required to
support critical initiatives, including technical and
functional roles, database administration, quality
assurance & testing, business analysis and architecture, and planning and process management
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Use the results of this benchmark to build a case
for balancing resource needs through hiring internal staff and/or contractors.

Analyze and evaluate “bench strength” for those
same efforts, while considering needs that may be
sourced by external resources.
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Personnel Costs
Issues: Personnel costs are 26% lower than the peer
groups overall. This is driven by a combination of lower
staffing for application production support and sustainment and lower cost per FTE. Cost per FTE is lower than
the peer groups for both employees and contractors. The
city’s job specifications and salary structure constrain the
organization in terms of attracting, hiring and retaining
ERP resources.
The city used fewer contractors and consultants for routine
application production support and sustainment work in
FY13 in comparison with the government peer group, and
the low cost per FTC reflects strong negotiation for required
skill sets. The concern is that organizations unable to pay
competitive salaries must consider the implications, such as
an increased reliance on contractors, that typically result in
higher cost, loss of business knowledge over the long-term,
and potential project delays due to staff shortages.
Recommendation: Decouple the ERP staff’s salary and
compensation structures from the city’s norms, and rebase
compensation in line with market compensation.


Perform periodic reviews of competitive compensation. The goal is to be within 10 to 15 percent of
market rates. Those organizations where compensation falls below 30 percent of the industry norm
typically face higher turnover.



Compensation plans should extend beyond just
monetary rewards and include elements like holiday
time, more flexible hours, benefits and training.

city storage policies.

Oracle Infrastructure and
Operations Support
Issues: Virginia Beach outsources its infrastructure support through an Oracle cloud services (Oracle On-Demand)
hosting arrangement. The annual cost for these services appears 17% higher than what peers would spend to outsource
an environment that is similar to Virginia Beach’s in size
and complexity, at $541K versus $464K.
Note: The peer comparisons are based on current outsource contracts for similar services provided by “tier 1”
service providers.
There is little detail in the contract about service provider
responsibilities, service levels and architecture including
the software stack and the environment configuration. The
environment is configured to support a peak of 900 concurrent users which indicates that there may be room for
growth. There is built-in resiliency through the outsourced
arrangement, and there are service level agreements (SLAs)
in the event of a disaster for recovery time of tape backup.
Virginia Beach reports that storage usage has been rising,
which may impact contract pricing in the future. The city
also reports that it takes 6-8 weeks to obtain a new test
environment. A goal of using a cloud solution is to have
flexibility and to provide the developers with an agile environment for solution delivery.
Recommendations: A formal contract evaluation is
recommended if re-negotiations are an intended outcome.
Service provider responsibilities, the software stack and
environment configuration, and service levels can have a
significant impact on contract pricing.


Identify vendor versus retained responsibilities,
detail on the software stack and environment
configuration, and incorporate operational service
levels into the contract that are in line with business requirements.



Standard SLAs include system availability, application up-time, and resolution time for problems.



Negotiate with Oracle service levels and potential
additional extended service fees for faster creation
of non-production environments for development,
testing, training and demonstration purposes and
enhanced refreshes.



Establish a storage management strategy that
includes data storage preferences, redundancy,
backup, archival and retention based on specific



Prices for storage have been dropping at a rate of
30% per year. Consider re-negotiating the contract at the end of its term to reflect current and
anticipated storage use and competitive pricing.



Review vendor management processes and
resource capacity to ensure that there is sufficient
oversight to manage the relationship with Oracle
effectively.

Oracle Infrastructure and
Operations Sourcing
Issues: Virginia Beach is considering its sourcing options for ERP application infrastructure and operations
support, i.e., whether to continue to procure Oracle cloud
services, host the application with an alternate vendor, or
bring the infrastructure and operations support in-house.
A key benefit of retaining Oracle On-Demand as the infrastructure and operations outsourcing partner is access
to their knowledge base and skills, and thus increased
efficiency and reduced risk in how the application is managed and maintained. Conversely, the length of time to
have changes deployed into production and to obtain nonproduction environments and refreshes are clearly issues
with the current model. ‘Production’ refers to the live
instance of the application where transactions are taking
place and master data reside. ‘Non-production’ refers to
test and development versions of the application that are
used when making and testing modifications. The ability
to respond quickly to requests for changes and routine
lifecycle maintenance is contingent on having easy access
to non-production environments.
Recommendations: Determine any incremental costs
to obtain greater responsiveness from Oracle On-Demand
for setting up non-production environments.


Weigh the total costs of the current contract, plus
any incremental costs, with the service quality in
terms of flexibility and responsiveness and potential risks associated with a transition.



Key considerations when evaluating insourcing
include:
·

What are the competitive benefits that can be
achieved by developing the internal IT expertise necessary to support the ERP infrastructure and operations environment effectively?
City of Virginia Beach | ComIT Master Technology Plan
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·

·

·



Does ComIT have the skills and resource capacity needed to support the ERP operations
(e.g. database administrator, system administrator, etc.)?
Is the city willing to invest in establishing
internal resources and developing the skills
to manage the ERP infrastructure and operations?
When comparing costs between in-house,
the ERP vendor and a third party vendor,
factor in cash flows from personnel, software
infrastructure (e.g. database, middleware),
licenses and maintenance, hardware and
hardware maintenance, networking services,
facilities, and disaster recovery.

When evaluating sourcing alternatives, investigate critical areas including pricing mechanisms
and demand management, architectural specifications and limits, impact on application software
licenses, transition in and out, contract terms and
conditions, security, compliance, auditing, and
risk management.

Quality
Issues: The city reported a higher total number of
defects* in the production environment when compared
with the government peer group. In addition, there are
a higher number of the most critical and major defects
which have the greatest visibility and impact on the
organization. The city does not have dedicated quality
assurance and management staff. A component of quality
management is test management which is performed by
applications support and applications development. IT is
responsible for unit and system testing, and line-of-business SMEs are responsible for user acceptance testing.
Recommendations: Focus on reducing the number
of defects in the production environment by improving
the understanding of defect drivers and addressing root
causes which in turn affords reductions in cost and improvements in productivity and satisfaction.
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Review available information on accumulated
defects (i.e. incident and event logs, metrics and
reporting).



Categorize defects by module and type (e.g. major
one-time incidents, frequent incidents, events,
call backs, duration of incidents, any incidents
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that have automation or training opportunities).


Identify repetitive problems and opportunities to
improve service quality.



Establish a set of key metrics for critical and major defects; measure, track and improve performance over time.

Explore the establishment of a shared Quality Assurance
Resource Center. Dedicated quality assurance/testing
staff is a best practice.
ComIT was performing a major system upgrade (R12)
during the study period of FY13. This upgrade included
significant architectural changes and modifications to the
finance modules, which contributed to the high number
of defects. During discussions pertaining to the results,
Gartner acknowledged that they normally see a spike in
defects when a major upgrade of a system was performed
during the study timeframe.

Value
Issues: Organizations realize that without a robust
enterprise resource planning (ERP) backbone, the organization effectively stops working. Yet, many users and
business leaders wish their ERP would better serve the
business and the users within the organization
One of the primary complaints that users have about
ERP applications is that they cannot get the information
they need to do their jobs. Many organizations believe
that getting all the data into the ERP and using standard
reporting tools in the ERP will meet the business needs.
However, in order to make it easier to get better information, it is crucial to bolster business intelligence (BI) and
analytic capabilities as part of the overall ERP strategy.
Recommendations: Establish an ERP strategy that is
aligned with business intelligence, analytics and performance management strategies.


Evaluate business intelligence and analytic capabilities that can be leveraged as part of the ERP
vendor solution or from a third-party provider.



Establish a budget and funding for investments in
business intelligence and analytic capabilities.

5.4.

Infrastructure and
Operations Benchmark
(IT Assessment #3)
ComIT engaged with Gartner to perform an infrastructure
and operations (I&O) benchmarking assessment. ComIT
must replace its technology and vendor-driven strategy
with a more business-aligned strategy and plan, including
creating a regional or national brand as an innovative public
sector IT leader.
The objective of this benchmarking assessment is to compare the city’s total cost of IT infrastructure and operations
to that of similarly sized and complex peer organizations.
The results of the benchmarking assessments identify areas
of perceived inefficiency and provide recommendations to
address improvement opportunities, including roadmap
activities. The full Gartner benchmark report, with additional charts and graphs, can be viewed in Appendix I&O
Benchmark Report.
Activities performed by Gartner included:
 Planning the data collection activities with ComIT

Storage



IT Service Desk (ITSD)



Data Networks – Wide-Area Data Network, LocalArea Network



Enterprise Telecom - Voice Premise (Local), WideArea Voice (Long-Distance)

The scope of the analysis includes spending and staffing
for the workload supported by ComIT. Forty-four percent
($13.3M of $29.9M) of the city’s IT expenditures and 39%
(71.2 of 178.5) full-time equivalent staff (FTEs and FTCs)
are included in the consensus models for the portions of Applications Support, Systems Support, Technology Services,
and Telecommunications included in this analysis.
Gartner uses a consensus model for comparing ComIT’s
operating and support costs to peer organizations. The consensus model is similar to a chart of accounts that defines
what is included in the benchmark with regard to spending,
staffing and workload so that valid comparisons between
peers can be provided from a benchmark standpoint. There
are self-contained, independent, fully-functional consensus
models for each IT functional area measured that are based
on functional definitions. Activities and their cost and supporting staff are mapped accordingly to that model in order
to provide like-to-like peer comparisons.



Initiating and supporting data collection for cost,
workload and other characteristics



Validating data and identify peers for comparison
basis

Peer Groups



Performing data analysis and comparison



Developing the benchmark report, including
recommendations

Independent peer groups were selected for each IT technology area (Windows, mainframe, network, etc.) based on
workload and other characteristics such as industry and
geography. When available, a second data point from the
Gartner database is added for reference. The spending and
support profile of each peer group was used to simulate
what the comparative group would spend to support the
Virginia Beach’s workload.

Deliverables provided by Gartner included:
 Benchmark report, including cost baseline, peer comparison, recommendations, and roadmap activities




Benchmark scope includes end-user computing, IT help
desk, mainframe (cloud price comparison), Windows
servers, storage, voice network, and Local Area Network (LAN) and Wide Area Network (WAN).

Methodology
The benchmarking analysis covers a 12-month study timeframe, representing fiscal year FY13 (July 1, 2012 through
June 30, 2013). IT functional areas studied include:


End-User Computing



Enterprise Computing – Mainframe and Windows

Virginia Beach’s results are displayed in comparison with
three peer group reference points:


Peer – Average: representing the average for the
comparative group



Peer – 25th Percentile: representing the lowest
quartile (lowest cost) for the comparative group.
(It is important to note that lower cost can be an
indicator of either cost efficiency or under funding).



Peer – 75th Percentile: representing the highest
quartile (highest cost) for the comparative group
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When available, a second data point from the Gartner database is added for reference

For peer groups that include two or more public administration (government) peers, an additional comparison has
been provided for those data observations. Differences in
spending and other metrics derived from this analysis provide insight into opportunities for increased cost efficiency
and reduced risk.

End-User Computing IT Functional Area
The End-User Computing IT functional area includes the
provisioning of the full life cycle management of desktop,
laptop, tablet, thin-client, hand-held and peripheral assets
including acquisition, deployment, maintenance, change
management and disposal. The figure below depicts the
entire set of variables contained within this IT functional
consensus model.

End-User Computing IT
Functional Area - Peer
Comparison Demographics
Gartner selected comparably sized peers from a proprietary database that most closely resembled the existing
ComIT environment. Each IT functional area is looked
upon individually and, thus a different peer group is
selected from the database for each functional area. Peers
within this IT functional area were predominantly selected from various industries within North America and
Western European organizations. The workload characteristics of the city of Virginia Beach and the End-User
Computing peer groups are as follows:
IT Functional
Area

Workload
Metric

Virginia
Beach

Peer
Average

End-User
Computing

Personal
Computing Devices
(Desktops and
Laptops)

5,461

5,741

Figure 43: End-User Computing28

The peer group consisted of seven organizations within
the following industries:
■

1 Public Administration

■

3 Professional Services

■

2 Insurance

■

1 Chemical/Pharmaceutical

Findings
During the FY13 study timeframe, Gartner identified
that Virginia Beach End-User Computing costs were 23%
higher than the peers. The largest gap in spending centered on the personnel category. The personnel category
contains both the Full Time Equivalency (FTE) and Full
Time Consultancy (FTC) sourcing types.

28

Source: Gartner, Inc.
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Actions Taken
In FY14, ComIT reduced operational expenditures within the End-User Computing area by $1,041,362. This reduction included the elimination of 4 FTCs which coincided with the completion of the WIN7 upgrade project, 1.38 FTEs, and changes
in city stand-by policies.
In FY15, ComIT will be eliminating 2 additional FTCs within the Tier 1 support group and with further reductions anticipated for stand-by, an additional reduction of $173,965 is expected. At this time, ComIT will be in alignment with regard to
operational spending, but will still be dependent on more contractors than its peers within this IT functional area.
The figure below shows IT spending by cost category for the End-User Computing IT functional area for the study timeframe
(FY13). It also shows corresponding results of actions taken in FY14 and actions forthcoming in FY15 as compared to peers.
Figure 44: End User Computing Cost by Category29

29

Benchmark Data Source: Gartner, Inc.
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The figure below shows total adjusted personnel by sourcing type for the End-User Computing IT functional area for the
study timeframe (FY13). It also shows corresponding results of actions taken in FY14 and actions forthcoming in FY15 as
compared to peers.
Figure 45: End User Computing Total Adjusted Personnel30

30

Benchmark Data Source: Gartner, Inc.
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Enterprise Computing IT Functional Area
The Enterprise Computing IT functional area includes the provisioning of the full life cycle management of processing/hosting services on both mainframe and midrange (Unix, Windows, Linux, iSeries, etc.) platforms including acquisition, deployment, maintenance, change management and disposal. The figure below depicts the entire set of variables contained within
this IT functional consensus model.
Figure 46: Enterprise Computing Consensus Model31

Enterprise Computing:
Mainframe IT Functional Area - Peer Comparison Demographics
Gartner selected comparably sized peers from a proprietary database that most closely resembled the existing ComIT environment. Each IT functional area is looked upon individually, and thus a different peer group is selected from the database
for each area. Peers within this IT functional area were selected from various industries within North America. The workload characteristics of the city of Virginia Beach and the Enterprise Computing - Mainframe peer groups are as follows:
IT Functional Area
Enterprise Computing:
Mainframe

Workload
Metric
Installed
MIPS

Virginia
Beach
22

Peer
Average
53

Government
Average
696

*Note: MIPS = Million of instructions per second.
The peer group consisted of five organizations within the following industries:
■

2 Public Administration

■

1 Utilities

■

1 Retail

■

1 Insurance
31

Source: Gartner, Inc.
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Findings
During the FY13 study timeframe, Gartner recognized that Virginia Beach outsources its mainframe services to Alicomp out of
New York. The mainframe was outsourced in FY12 to avoid costly replacement of unstable and aging hardware.
The largest gap identified in this technology area is within the personnel and outsourced categories as depicted in the figures
below.

Actions Taken
In FY14, ComIT reduced operational expenditures within the Enterprise Computing Mainframe IT functional area by
$58,797. This reduction was the direct result of eliminating 0.95 of an FTE.
ComIT also has an active project that will implement a Windows-based business revenue and personal property (BR/PP) application, thus enabling the retirement of the mainframe. The anticipated completion of the BR/PP project and elimination
of the mainframe is FY17.
The figure below shows IT spending by sourcing type for the Enterprise Computing - Mainframe IT functional area for the
study timeframe (FY13). It also shows corresponding results of actions taken in FY14.
Figure 47: Mainframe Spending Sourcing Type32

28

Benchmark Data Source: Gartner, Inc.
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The figure below shows total adjusted personnel by sourcing type for the Enterprise Computing - Mainframe IT functional
area for the study timeframe (FY13). It also shows corresponding results of actions taken in FY14.
Figure 48: Mainframe Total Adjusted Personnel33

Enterprise Computing: Windows Servers IT Functional Area Peer Comparison Demographics
Gartner selected comparable sized peers from a proprietary database that most closely resembled the existing ComIT environment. Each IT functional area is looked upon individually, and thus a different peer group is selected from the database for each area. Peers within this IT functional area were predominantly selected from various industries within North
America and Western European organizations. The workload characteristics of the city of Virginia Beach and the Enterprise
Computing - Windows Servers peer groups are as follows:
IT Functional Area

Workload Metric

Virginia Beach

Peer Average

Windows

OS Instances

564

614

Government
Average
577

The peer group consisted of 10 organizations within the following industries:
■

4 Public Administration

■

3 Financial Services

■

2 Insurance

■

1 Utilities

33

Benchmark Data Source: Gartner, Inc.
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Findings
During the FY13 study timeframe, Gartner identified that the city’s overall spending is 29% lower than the peer and government average. This is a direct result from lower expenditures within the hardware (67%), software (40%-45%) and connectivity categories. On the personnel side, costs and staffing levels are higher than the peer average. Gartner indicated that
this scenario indicates Windows Server support is very “manual” in nature, and the requirement for higher staffing levels
are being driven by aging equipment and the lack of sufficient monitoring and management tools to support the Windows
environment.
Gartner recommended that the city should continue its virtualization efforts and investments into IT management tools.
Gartner also strongly recommended that the city not pursue the immediate elimination of vacant positions or a haphazard
reassignment of ComIT staff. Instead, the realignment of ComIT’s organizational structure and staffing must be founded on
a well-thought-out transition plan that includes an approach to best utilize existing resources.
This transition process is outlined in a set of roadmap initiatives focused on improving ComIT’s service delivery capabilities,
but it essentially includes the following key steps:
 Developing a transition plan
 Repurposing positions to areas of need
 Reviewing the roles and responsibilities of our job descriptions
 Conducting a staff skills assessment to determine our readiness for change
 Training staff members
 Communicating change to internal and external stakeholders

Actions Taken
In FY14, ComIT has invested into a new suite of IT management tools from SolarWinds. These tools address a variety of IT
management issues including network management, server and application management, virtualization management, storage management, and IT service desk management. These tools provide a transparent single pane of glass for ComIT staff
members to monitor systems across traditional “siloed” divisional boundaries. This, in turn, is creating a more collaborative,
efficient and proactive operational culture that is critical in providing effective IT service delivery.
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The figure below shows IT spending by cost category for the Enterprise Computing - Windows IT functional area for the
study timeframe (FY13).
Figure 49: Windows Spending by Cost Category34

The figure below shows total adjusted personnel by sourcing type for the Enterprise Computing - Windows IT functional
area for the study timeframe (FY13).
Figure 50: Windows Total Adjusted Personnel35

34
35

Benchmark Data Source: Gartner, Inc.
Benchmark Data Source: Gartner, Inc.
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Storage IT Functional Area
The Storage IT functional area includes the provisioning of the full life cycle management of storage services utilizing online, near-line and offline technologies including acquisition, deployment, maintenance, change management and disposal.
The figure below depicts the entire set of variables contained within this IT functional consensus model.
Figure 51: Storage Consensus Model36

Storage IT Functional Area - Peer Comparison Demographics
Gartner selected comparably sized peers from a proprietary database that most closely resembled the existing ComIT environment. Each IT functional area is looked upon individually, and thus a different peer group is selected from the database
for each functional area. Peers within this IT functional area were predominantly selected from various industries within
North America and Western European organizations. The workload characteristics of the city of Virginia Beach and the
Storage peer groups are as follows:
IT Functional
Area
Storage

Workload Metric

Virginia Beach

Peer Average

Installed TB

374

338

The peer group consisted of 11 organizations within the following industries:

28

■

3 Public Administration

■

2 Utilities

■

2 Financial Services

■

2 Retail

■

1 Professional Services

■

1 Oil & Gas

Source: Gartner, Inc.
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Government
Average
338

Findings
During the FY13 study timeframe, Gartner identified the total cost for storage is comparable to the peer average and slightly
above the government peer. The largest gaps are in personnel and software, where the city is spending slightly more in
personnel and slightly less in software. Gartner notes that an environment spending less on software tools will often have
a more manual environment and thus realize increases in personnel costs. Gartner also noted that the city was spending
significantly less in regard to disaster recovery compared to its peers.

Actions Taken
In FY14, ComIT saw a further reduction in Storage staffing by 0.35 FTEs, reducing operating expenses by $28,765.
The figure below shows IT spending by cost category for the Storage IT functional area for the study timeframe (FY13). It
also shows corresponding results of actions taken in FY14.
Figure 52: Storage Spending by Cost Category37

37

Benchmark Data Source: Gartner, Inc.
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The figure below shows total adjusted personnel by sourcing type for the Storage IT functional area for the study timeframe
(FY13). It also shows corresponding results of actions taken in FY14.
Figure 53: Storage Total Adjusted Personnel38

38

Benchmark Data Source: Gartner, Inc.
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IT Service Desk IT Functional Area
An IT Service Desk is defined as any single location that evenly distributes the receipt and/or placement of technical support calls or contacts to a pre-determined group of support staff. The IT Service Desk functional area assessment examines
IT efficiency and effectiveness with respect to the provisioning of remote Tier 0/Tier 1 support provided to end-users by the
technical support centers (e.g. network, data center, PC and consolidated). The figure below depicts the entire set of variables
contained within this IT functional consensus model.
Figure 54: IT Service Desk Consensus Model39

IT Service Desk IT Functional Area - Peer Comparison Demographics
Gartner selected comparable sized peers from a proprietary database that most closely resembled the existing ComIT environment. Each IT functional area is looked upon individually, and thus a different peer group is selected from the database
for each functional area. Peers within this IT area were selected from various industries within North America. The workload characteristics of the city of Virginia Beach and the IT Service Desk peer groups are as follows:
IT Functional Area

Workload Metric

Virginia Beach

Peer Average

IT Service Desk

Handled Contacts

26,801

27,508

First Contact Resolution

27%

53%

The peer group consisted of six organizations within the following industries:
■

2 Utilities

■

2 Financial Services

■

1 Consumer Goods

■

1 Oil & Gas

39

Source: Gartner, Inc.
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Findings
During the FY13 study timeframe, Gartner identified that total cost for IT Service Desk is slightly higher (15%) than the peer
average. The largest gap in spending is within the personnel category, which is 23% higher than the peer average.

Actions Taken
In FY14, ComIT reduced its staffing level within this IT functional area by 1 FTC and .35 FTE, which reduced overall operational spending by $113,708. This reduction has reduced the total operational spending to slightly below the peer average,
although the total personnel still remains slightly higher as depicted in the Figures below.
As indicated in the Windows Server functional area, ComIT has invested in the SolarWinds IT management suite of tools.
Within this suite is ComIT’s new IT Service Desk tool which went live in February 2014. In May, this tool will provide endusers a self-service portal to resolve common issues like password resets, while providing them the ability to open and track
incident and technology requests without calling the IT Service Desk. This level of transparency is important as ComIT progresses toward becoming an efficient service provider and should free up support staff to resolve more difficult and complex
issues in a timely manner.
The figure below shows IT spending by cost category for IT Service Desk IT functional area for the study timeframe (FY13).
It also shows corresponding results of actions taken in FY14.
Figure 55: Service Desk Spending by Cost Category40

40

Benchmark Data Source: Gartner, Inc.
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The figure below shows total adjusted personnel by sourcing type for the IT Service Desk IT functional area for the study
timeframe (FY13). It also shows corresponding results of actions taken in FY14.
Figure 56: Service Desk Total Adjusted Personnel41

41

Benchmark Data Source: Gartner, Inc.
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Wide Area Data Network IT Functional Area
The Wide Area Data Network (WAN) IT functional area includes connectivity and transmission of business-critical data
between enterprise locations and business partners. The figure below depicts the entire set of variables contained within this
IT functional consensus model.
Figure 57: WAN Consensus Model42

Wide Area Data Network IT Functional Area Peer Comparison Demographics
Gartner selected comparably sized peers from a proprietary database that most closely resembled the existing ComIT environment. Each IT functional area is looked upon individually, and thus a different peer group is selected from the database
for each functional area. Peers within this IT functional area were selected from various industries within North America.
The workload characteristics of the city of Virginia Beach and the WAN peer groups are as follows:
IT Functional Area

Workload Metric

Virginia Beach

Peer Average

Wide Area Data Network

Devices

7,663

7,828

The peer group consisted of nine organizations within the following industries:

42

■

3 Utilities

■

2 Professional Services

■

1 Insurance

■

1 Oil & Gas

■

1 Transportation

■

1 Retail

Source: Gartner, Inc.
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Findings
During the FY13 study timeframe, Gartner identified that the city’s total cost for Wide Area Data Network (WAN) is significantly lower than the peer average (63%). Costs are lower across all categories with the largest gap being in transmission
costs. Gartner also notes that older equipment can put the city at risk with regard to network reliability and availability. They
also comment that lower spending is not an indication of cost efficiency, but rather a sign of under-investing in this foundational technology.

Actions Taken
In FY14, ComIT developed a business case based on cost savings/cost avoidance. The creation of a Next Generation Network
(NGN) will integrate and expand the existing Intelligent Traffic System (ITS) fiber to an additional 66 sites throughout Virginia
Beach. The return on investment with a payback within year 5 was derived by avoiding an increase in the cost of leased services
to solve existing issues of inadequate capacity and network performance at the identified remote sites. The NGN will improve
connectivity and reliability, have a life expectancy of 30 years, and enable present and future technologies.
This approach was submitted as a CIT-CIP for FY15 which resulted in the NGN being unanimously voted the top priority (#1)
CIP project. It was submitted as part of the city manager’s budget proposal for further consideration. The figure below shows
IT spending by cost category for the WAN IT functional area for the study timeframe (FY13).
Figure 58: WAN Spending by Cost Category43

43

Benchmark Data Source: Gartner, Inc.
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The figure below shows total adjusted personnel by sourcing type for the WAN IT functional area for the study timeframe (FY13).
Figure 59: WAN Total Adjusted Personnel44

44

Benchmark Data Source: Gartner, Inc.
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Local Area Data Network IT Functional Area
The Local Area Network (LAN) IT functional area includes accounts for the provisioning of communications and connectivity to critical business systems within enterprise sites and campuses. The figure below depicts the entire set of variables
contained within this IT functional consensus model.
Figure 60: LAN Consensus Model45

Local Area Data Network IT Functional Area - Peer Comparison Demographics
Gartner selected comparable sized peers from a proprietary database that most closely resembled the existing ComIT environment. Each IT functional area is looked upon individually, and thus a different peer group is selected from the database
for each area. Peers within this IT functional area were selected from various industries within North America. The workload characteristics of the city of Virginia Beach and the Local Area Data Network peer groups are as follows:
IT Functional Area

Workload Metric

Local Area Data Network

Active Ports

Virginia
Beach
9,829

Peer Average
8,997

Government
Average
10,023

The peer group consisted of seven organizations within the following industries:
■

2 Public Administration

■

2 Retail

■

1 Utilities

■

1 Manufacturing

■

1 Chemical/Pharmaceutical
45

Source: Gartner, Inc.
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Findings
During the FY13 study timeframe, Gartner identified that the city’s total costs for Local Area Data Network (LAN) were
lower than the peer average. The largest gap in costs was in the personnel category where lower staffing levels were identified. Lower costs in hardware and software also indicated older equipment and a lack of investment in tools that enable the
automation of routine operational tasks.

Actions Taken
In FY14, ComIT is reviewing its existing infrastructure and developing modernization plans to replace legacy systems. The
city’s migration to a Next Generation Network will facilitate technology convergence (matching current industry trends)
of data and voice networks, allowing the replacement and/or retirement of legacy systems. Divergent legacy systems will
be consolidated into a centralized unified communications (UC) platform. This new UC infrastructure and system(s) will
streamline operations, administration and maintenance of the systems, while enhancing business capabilities.
The skill sets required to maintain these emerging unified communications systems differ from those required to support
the legacy systems today. The telecommunications team will receive training in these areas and will eventually be merged
into one UC support team. These newly acquired skills will position ComIT to better support customers and the network
and services of the future.
The figure below shows IT spending by cost category for the LAN IT functional area for the study timeframe (FY13).
Figure 61: LAN Spending by Cost Category46

46

Benchmark Data Source: Gartner, Inc.
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The figure below shows total adjusted personnel by sourcing type for the LAN IT functional area for the study timeframe (FY13).
Figure 62: LAN Total Adjusted Personnel47

47

Benchmark Data Source: Gartner, Inc.
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Long Distance Voice Network IT Functional Area:
The Long Distance Voice Network IT functional area includes traditional outbound domestic long distance and inbound (toll
free) voice services. The figure below depicts the entire set of variables contained within this IT functional consensus model.
Figure 63: Long Distance Consensus Model48

48

Source: Gartner, Inc.
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Long Distance Voice Network IT Functional Area Peer Comparison Demographics
Gartner selected comparable sized peers from a proprietary database that most closely resembled the existing ComIT environment. Each IT functional area is looked upon individually, and thus a different peer group is selected from the database
for each functional area. Peers within this IT area were predominantly selected from various industries within North America and Western European organizations. The workload characteristics of the city of Virginia Beach and the Long Distance
Voice Network peer groups are as follows:
IT Functional Area

Workload Metric

Virginia Beach

Peer Average

Long Distance Voice Network

Minutes

1,012,752

23,000,213

The peer group consisted of nine organizations within the following industries:
■

5 Utilities

■

1 Public Administration

■

1 Education

■

1 Financial Services

■

1 Retail

Findings
During the FY13 study timeframe, Gartner identified that the city’s total cost for Long Distance Voice is higher when compared to the peer average. The largest gap is in personnel, where the costs and staffing levels are higher. Higher staffing levels
are primarily being driven by the administrative overhead of billing internal customers and utilizing multiple long-distance
providers.

Actions Taken
ComIT will continue to look for ways to increase efficiencies and reduce operational spending, while redirecting staff as appropriate to functional areas of greater need.
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The figure below shows IT spending by cost category for the Long Distance Voice IT functional area for the study timeframe
(FY13).
Figure 64: Long Distance Spending by Cost Category49

49

Benchmark Data Source: Gartner, Inc.
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The figure below shows total adjusted personnel by sourcing type for the Long Distance Voice IT functional area for the
study timeframe (FY13).
Figure 65: Long Distance Total Adjusted Personnel50

50

Benchmark Data Source: Gartner, Inc.
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Voice Premise Technology (VPT) IT Functional Area
The Voice Premise Technology (VPT) IT functional area includes local voice services such as voicemail and all move/add/
change activity associated with local voice equipment (e.g. switches, circuits and handsets) and local (i.e. not long distance)
calling. The figure below depicts the entire set of variables contained within this IT functional consensus model.
Figure 66: VPT Consensus Model51

The Voice Premise Technology (VPT) IT Functional Area - Peer Comparison Demographics
Gartner selected comparable sized peers from a proprietary database that most closely resembled the existing ComIT environment. Each IT functional area is looked upon individually, and thus a different peer group is selected from the database
for each functional area. Peers within this IT functional area were selected from various industries within North America.
The workload characteristics of the city of Virginia Beach and the Voice Premise Technology (VPT) peer groups are as follows:
IT Functional Area

Workload Metric

Virginia Beach

Peer Average

Voice Premise
Technology

Extensions

5,330

5,867

The peer group consisted of eight organizations within the following industries:

51

■

4 Utilities

■

2 Public Administration

■

1 Professional Services

■

1 Financial Services

Source: Gartner, Inc.
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Government
Average
6,962

Findings
During the FY13 study timeframe, Gartner identified that the city’s total costs for Voice Premise Technology (VPT) are 9%
lower than the peer group average. Hardware, software and occupancy costs are similar to the peer. Higher personnel costs
are being driven by higher staffing levels. Higher staffing levels are primarily being driven by the complexity of supporting
multiple phone systems throughout the city, multiple carrier providers and multiple support tools. Transmission costs, which
include local calling trunks, are 69% lower than the peer average.

Actions Taken
In FY14, ComIT is reviewing its existing infrastructure and developing modernization plans to replace legacy systems. As of
today, more than 90% of the city’s voice equipment is more than nine years old and has reached end-of-life. Infrastructure
supporting this technology has reached end-of-life as well.
The city’s migration to a Next Generation Network and modernization plans will further facilitate technology convergence
(matching current industry trends) of data and voice networks, allowing the replacement and/or retirement of legacy systems. Divergent legacy systems will be consolidated into a centralized unified communications (UC) platform. This new UC
infrastructure and system(s) will streamline operations, administration and maintenance of the systems while enhancing
business capabilities.
The skill sets required to maintain these emerging unified communications systems differ from those required to support
the legacy systems today. The telecommunications team will receive training in these areas and will be eventually merged
into one UC support team. These newly acquired skills will position ComIT to better support the customers, network and
services of the future.

50

Benchmark Data Source: Gartner, Inc.
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The figure below shows IT spending by cost category for the Voice Premise Technology (VPT) IT functional area for the
study timeframe (FY13).
Figure 67: VPT Spending by Cost Category52

52

Benchmark Data Source: Gartner, Inc.
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The figure below shows total adjusted personnel by sourcing type for the Voice Premise Technology (VPT) IT functional area
for the study timeframe (FY13).
Figure 68: VPT Total Adjusted Personnel53

53

Benchmark Data Source: Gartner, Inc.
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5.5.

Organizational Assessment (IT Assessment #4)
The CIO is in the process of transitioning ComIT from an asset-based model to a service-based model. This will be an
ongoing process, and full transition will require a year or more to achieve. Gartner is partnering with ComIT to design the
optimal organizational structure and will continue to assist in the transition, as a significant maturation will be required to
transform from the “as is” asset-based model to the desired “to be” service-based model.
The Gartner service maturity model is illustrated below.
Figure 69: Gartner Service Maturity Model54

*IT Service Management, Colleen Young, Vice President Distinguished
Analyst, Gartner

Current Organizational Structure
ComIT is comprised of seven divisions, with multiple teams within those divisions.
·

Applications Support

·

Systems Support

·

Business Center

·

Technology Services

·

GIS

·

Telecommunications

·

Multimedia Services

The current ComIT structure is comprised of siloes of functions, as shown in the figure below. Divisions and the teams
within them are focused on providing specific types of services and maintaining specific types of assets. Cross-coordination between divisions and teams is hampered by this structure. As an example, the COTS team in Systems Support may
be performing maintenance work on an application, but Applications Support is unaware of the work. Communications
between teams in different divisions is infrequent and not spontaneous.
Divisions and teams are typically located in separate buildings on the city campus, which contributes to the insular culture
in ComIT. Applications Support personnel are located in the courthouse, Building 1, Building 2 and Building 19. Systems
Support personnel are located in Building 17. Telecommunications personnel are located in Building 22, Building 30 and
other field locations. Multimedia Services is located off-campus at the Advanced Technology Center (ATC).
54

Source: Gartner, Inc.
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The different divisions and teams maintain separate siloes of data and working relationships with customers. Institutionalized knowledge is required to know where to access information maintained by another team or division. An outsider
perspective may make the assumption that ComIT is indeed separate departments because the different divisions and teams
work so autonomously and exclusively within their respective siloes. Communities of interest and leadership group interviews have consistently provided their view of ComIT as a confusing and disjointed organization. The figure below shows the
complexity of the ComIT structure.
Figure 70: Current ComIT Organizational Structure
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Organizational Assessment: Current State Recommendations
Gartner provided the following current-state observations and recommendations for transitioning the ComIT organization.
Current State Assessment

Desired Future State

1. Historically, other city departments have not regarded ComIT to be
customer-centric in delivery of IT services. Part of this perception is based
on long-held discontent from departments that were required to cede IT
resources to ComIT. Additionally,
ComIT did not always place appropriate value on understanding customer
needs and expectations.

IT is focused on active management
of customer relationships and optimizing customer experience.

2. ComIT’s organization structure
seems complex and disjointed and
tends to be organized around the
assets that IT supports. There is
limited process maturity and process
automation to support ComIT’s work
today.

A progression from asset-based
structures, to process-oriented, to
service-optimized structures.

3. Resources are largely organized
around skills into functional and
technology silos, and there are increasing opportunities and need to
work across traditional silos.

Elements of IT are team-based with
integrated, multidisciplinary teams.
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Recommendations


Clearly segment customer groups



Analyze customer needs and manage knowledge



Assign business relationship managers to each business segment to
enhance knowledge of business
issues and needs and overall communication and collaboration



Strengthen existing front office
competencies, including financial
and business analysis




Manage demand centrally
Create an organizational structure
that aligns resources to the process
model that drives work



Ensure process goals and workflows dictate organizational design



Enhance operational efficiency
and productivity through business
process automation, improved access to data, cross-departmental
information transparency, tighter
financial controls, personnel
management, and automated risk
management tools (e.g. Oracle Governance, Risk and Compliance)
“Silo-bust” in favor of multi-disciplinary, cross-trained teams




Adjust culture from skill-based
individual rewards to team-based
recognition systems



ComIT needs to be reorganized to
break down silos that make it difficult and confusing for departments



Facilitate enhanced communication
within ComIT

Current State Assessment
4. Activities in functions are not logically aligned around services, processes or skills.

5. ComIT lacks robust resource and
knowledge management capabilities
and staff skills often are not aligned
with current job descriptions and/or
current needs.

Desired Future State
Elements of IT are aligned around
services and delivery of those services.

IT has the capability to manage
itself like a business.

Project and portfolio management
processes across the organization are
poorly defined.
ComIT may be overly reliant on contractors to compensate for inability to
hire/retain FTE staff.
6. Activities to support sourcing are
spread throughout the organization;
resource capacity is constrained and
necessary capabilities are varied.

IT is designed to support a multisourced environment.

Recommendations


Develop and apply clear design
principles to assess which organizational design option(s) is the best fit
to meet ComIT’s multiple goals



Create an organizational role with
clear responsibility for service portfolio management



Develop capability to conduct market research on services and manage services through a life cycle
Mature the PMO and improve IT
demand governance




Improve transparency and communication between divisions



Centralize resource management
decision-making



Strengthen and centralize vendor
management function



Consider alternative sourcing models for lower-value activities



Centralize IT management and
administration activities
Consolidate and align resourcing
service management and service
delivery activities in corresponding
functions





7. ComIT’s performance measurement approach has been highly varied
with no clear accountability. Impact
analysis across the organization is
inconsistently performed.

IT is designed to facilitate performance measurement and accountability.



Create dedicated performance
management resource(s) and develop to meet required capabilities
Provide open and simpler access to
data to enable management, evaluation and reporting of city programs



Create measurement capabilities
and accountabilities for vendor/
partner, staff, project and operational performance



Institutionalize a culture of measurement
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Organizational Realignment and Reclassification
ComIT has started to strategically reclassify and reassign vacancies to align positions with new technology initiatives and
to improve under-performing operational areas as identified by Gartner. Some of the reassignments under consideration
include the following:


In the Technology Services Division, a microcomputer systems analyst II position will be transitioned to be the IT
vendor/grant manager.



In the Systems Support Division, a systems analyst II and a systems engineer III will be transitioned to the asset
manager and operations manager roles respectively.



In the Telecommunications Division, two electronics operation technicians will be transitioned to two unified communications engineers I/II/III positions.

New Position Descriptions
ComIT will work with Human Resources to develop position descriptions for new roles and move personnel (as described
above) or recruit new hires to these new positions. Position descriptions for the following roles are forthcoming, and this
document will be updated when descriptions have been finalized.


Business Relationship Manager



Next Generation Network Engineer



Mobile Applications Developer



Project Portfolio Manager



Oracle Database Engineer



IT Vendor/ Grant Manager



IT Asset Manager



IT Operations Manager

5.6.

IT Governance and PMO/PPM Assessment
(IT Assessment #5)
Gartner partnered with ComIT to assess the current state of IT governance, the Project Management Office and project portfolio management practices for potential impacts to ComIT’s strategic vision. Governance can be defined as the rules and
the norms that dictate a process or organization, and how actions are sustained and regulated. Governance is how ComIT
‘does business’ in a consistent, transparent and predictable manner. The full Gartner report can be viewed in Appendix IT
Governance and PMO/PPM Assessment.
Although project management processes are structured, there remains room for growth and improvement in this core IT
discipline. The current-state findings for governance and project management that negatively impact IT strategy will be addressed through the strategic initiatives in Section 6.0 in this document. The table below describes the key findings.
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IT Governance and PPM/PMO Assessment:
Current State and Recommendations
Current State

Desired Future State

1. ComIT’s project portfolio consists of
more projects that can be reasonably
managed with existing resources –
little or no process is in place for managing citywide demand for IT projects.

The city’s IT project portfolio is comprised of initiatives that have been
reviewed, approved and prioritized
by a representative group of business
leaders after appropriately considering
the related resource and cost implications.

Customers may believe that their projects will be initiated once approved
– yet in reality many projects are
deferred until relative priorities within
the portfolio change and resources can
be assigned. Currently, ComIT is adding all projects to the portfolio that are
approved by the city, without regard to
resource availability.

2. The city does not require a business
value justification for proposed IT CIP
projects. Additionally, funding for
long-term operational expenses associated with new applications and similar technology investments approved
as IT CIP projects are frequently not
considered or funded.
Without appropriate analysis of the
benefit of proposed IT projects, the
city may be investing in IT solutions
that offer questionable business value
(time or cost savings, improved productivity).
Additionally, when the total cost of
ownership of a proposed technology
investment is not considered, ComIT
can be unreasonably burdened with
higher operational costs.

Recommendations

Project funding will include operational and maintenance costs being
added to future operating budgets to
support and sustain the technology
investments.

The decision to approve and prioritize
any initiative proposed for inclusion in
the city’s IT project portfolio is made
on the basis of a formal business case
that includes an explanation of the anticipated benefits, costs and projected
return on investment.
Operational maintenance costs (including personnel costs) to support
technology investments are added to
the operational budget for IT sustainment.



Establish an Investment Review
Board (IRB), led by the MLT and
department directors, to review,
approve and prioritize proposed
work.



Establish a portfolio project management (PPM) function within
ComIT



Develop the capability to analyze,
plan and manage IT resources
across the organization – and not
solely within current departmental silos.



Leverage tools to support capacity
planning and management within
ComIT.
A business case should be required to justify any proposed IT
capital investment and for any
approved CIP project that has
not yet begun. At a minimum,
the business case should include
an explanation of the project’s proposed benefits/value, the total cost
of ownership and the projected
return on investment.





As a recent Gartner research
report states, “an investment
management team that approves
the initial project investment is
automatically committing the
enterprise to ongoing costs that
are probably more than 10 times
greater than the initial investment.”
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Current State

Desired Future State

3. ComIT’s project management team
(PMT) regularly meets to review the
status of the top ten ongoing IT projects. But, often PMT members don’t
have the authority or “big picture”
details necessary to make informed
decisions as to how or when to reprioritize and/or resolve critical issues/
risks with these projects.

An IRB (or similar group) is given authority and responsibility to review the
status of all IT projects (with ComIT’s
input) and make decisions to address
identified issues/risks.

4. Project managers lack authority to
commit resources to assigned project
tasks. Resource capacity planning and
execution capabilities across ComIT
are weak.

Cross-functional groups and collaboration are the norm within the IT
organization. Project and program
staff views themselves as reporting
to the project first and to their home
department second.

Project resources may not be available
for assigned, scheduled tasks, resulting in potential delays and customer
dissatisfaction.

5. Departments do not have visibility
into the cost of projects that are staffed
by internal ComIT resources. This
results in a misconception of relative project costs when compared to
projects where external consultants
are leveraged.
6. Simple application upgrades must
be scoped, submitted, reviewed and
approved as a project and are often
relegated to a lower priority within ComIT’s project portfolio. Departments
are reportedly one or more versions
behind on upgrades to their businessspecific applications.
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Recommendations


Reports on the status of ongoing
IT projects should be presented
to the IRB, with sufficient detail
to allow the IRB to resolve critical
issues, review/approve change
requests, and suspend or cancel
troubled projects when warranted.



ComIT should play a support role
in the project status reporting
process, providing project detail
necessary for the IRB to make
ongoing IT investment decisions
Develop the capability to analyze,
plan and manage IT resources
across the organization – and not
solely within current departmental silos.





Leverage tools to support capacity
planning and management within
ComIT.



Reorganize ComIT to better support cross-functional support and
collaboration.
Develop status reports, and
ultimately online dashboards,
that provide current and accurate
estimates of planned, current and
forecast project costs.

Estimates of project costs are shared
with customers at time of approval.
Ongoing actual costs are routinely
captured, forecast and communicated
to all parties.



Costs for routine application upgrades
are considered when new systems
are proposed and included in future
budgets.
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Consider the resource implications and total cost of ownership
(TCO) for application upgrades
when implementing new systems,
and include future maintenance
and support costs in annual budgets.

Current State

Desired Future State

7. The city’s current IT project portfolio may not sufficiently consider an
appropriate balance between initiatives required to “run” the business vs.
those designed to “grow and transform” the business.

In approving initiatives for inclusion in
the city’s IT project portfolio, the IRB
ensures that adequate investments are
made in underlying IT infrastructure
and utility improvements.



Continue balancing the city’s IT
project portfolio to ensure adequate investment in core infrastructure and utility improvements. Gartner IT Key Metrics for
SLG organizations (2012) suggests
an average 75 percent spend for
“run” initiatives vs. 25 percent for
“grow/transform” initiatives.

The decision to approve and prioritize initiatives in the city’s IT project
portfolio is made by an IRB or similar
group representing the organization’s business interests. IT provides
support, as required to support IRB
decision-making.



An IRB, comprised of individuals representing the city’s business leadership and led by the
MLT, should be established to
1) review and approve proposed
investments in new or enhanced
business applications/solutions;
2) decide the relative priority of
each approved investment within
the city’s IT project portfolio; 3)
monitor the status of each project;
4) review and approve proposed
changes to ongoing projects; 5)
recommend funding levels for the
IT project portfolio.



ComIT should assume a supporting role in this process
Establish formal documented
IT architecture standards and
processes.

As a result, the city may not be investing sufficiently in core infrastructure
improvements needed to support other
IT investments.
8. ComIT’s project management team
reviews, approves and prioritizes IT
projects requested by other departments using well-defined criteria,
processes and tools/documentation.
Business owners from city departments are not involved in this process.

9. ComIT has adopted a technical
design review process for evaluating
the degree to which proposed applications/solutions comply with the city’s
technical design standards. However,
process documentation, including
roles and responsibilities for those
conducting these reviews, appears
dated and incomplete. Further, IT architecture standards are not routinely
reviewed, updated and documented.

Recommendations

IT architecture governance processes
are in place to help ensure compliance with defined technical standards,
which are regularly reviewed and
updated as necessary. An Architecture
Review Board (ARB) or similar group
is established to maintain the city’s IT
architecture standards and to review
proposed IT projects for compliance
with these standards.





Establish an ARB to help define
and maintain IT architecture
standards and to evaluate proposed IT projects for compliance
with these standards; develop a
charter to define ARB roles and
responsibilities.
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Additional Recommendations
The ComIT executive team has included the following additional recommendation for better controlling requested work.
ComIT will realize the benefits of greater flexibility and agility by changing the mindset of performing work operationally
versus as a formalized project. Unconventional use of project methodologies can provide control over new processes.

Revise Definition of a Project
ComIT’s executive management team should redefine the criteria for a project versus operational work to meet the city’s unique
needs. The Project Management Institute (PMI) has a standard definition of a project, but ComIT and the city will be better
supported through more selective use of project methodologies, depending on the work at hand. Per PMI, a project is defined
as “a temporary group activity designed to produce a unique product, service or result. A project is temporary in that it has a
defined beginning and end in time, and therefore defined scope and resources. And a project is unique in that it is not a routine
operation, but a specific set of operations designed to accomplish a singular goal.”
Some work that meets PMI’s definition of a project can be performed operationally. As an example, moderately sized application upgrades that are routine can be performed without benefit of a project manager and a formalized project plan. Requiring
a project manager can actually slow down the work if none are available to lead the work effort. Resources are already familiar
with the application and the upgrade process, and it makes better sense to expedite the work in an operational manner.
On the other hand, work that appears operational in nature may be better executed with more formal project methodologies in
order to maintain resource control, priority and focus. Project methodologies for some operational work can overcome institutional bottlenecks (such as the software packaging process) and establish repeatable processes where none exist yet. As an example, ComIT will start planned technology refresh schedules to methodically replace aging assets such as radios, desktops or
servers. Although this type of work seems operational in nature, the first refresh activities may be better executed as a project.
The project should include tasks that deliver refined processes that ensure the operational sustainability of this activity in the
future. A project manager and formalized plan will help control the budget and schedule, and ensure resources are prioritized
to focus on the refresh. This type of work may benefit from a project methodology until the work becomes familiar and routine,
at which point it could transition to operational work. ComIT should be selective when deciding whether work is handled as a
project.
5.7.

Public Safety Radio System Assessment
(IT Assessment #6)
As part of the overall IT assessment, the Virginia Beach asked Gartner to conduct a high-level assessment of the public
safety radio current state and the city’s future plans. The full Gartner report can be viewed in Appendix Public Safety Radio
Assessment. This assessment included a review of city-provided radio system data and stakeholder interview workshops.
Representatives interviewed included members of the Police, Fire, EMS, Emergency Communications and Citizens Services
(ECCS), and ComIT departments. The assessment covered:
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Process and Services



Governance and Policy



Technology and Tools
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Background
The city of Virginia Beach has a number of systems that support public safety and public services:
• 700/800 Megahertz (MHz) Digital Trunked Radio

• 800 MHz Analog Trunked Radio

• Motorola Astro 25

• Motorola SmartNet

• 700 MHz Regional Interoperability (5 Channels)

• 10 Channels

• 800 MHz City Use (14 Channels)

• 2500 subscribers

• 3000 subscribers

• 6 sites

• 7 sites
The city is considering a significant investment in radio infrastructure over 16 years. The plan includes the following elements:
yy Transition of 10 SmartNet analog channels to the Astro25 system
yy Addition of six tower sites to increase coverage
yy Addition of Geospatial Positioning System (GPS) tracking and text messaging capabilities
yy Public Safety subscriber units (initial upgrades and ongoing refresh)
yy Non-Public Safety subscriber units (initial radios and ongoing refresh)
yy System maintenance and support
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Radio Assessment: Current State and Recommendations
Current State Assessment
1. Aside from the monthly regional
ORION interoperability meetings, radio
system planning meetings are not held
with stakeholders. Stakeholders have
noted they do not feel a part of the planning process.

If stakeholder needs are not adequately
represented in planning, investments
may not align with enterprise needs;
potentially requiring additional future
investments to achieve goals.
2. The budget process is described as
a caucus model. Stakeholders often
submit decentralized capital investment
requests for their own radio system
needs.

3. A detailed alternatives analysis and
business case has not been developed for
the city’s proposed system upgrade plan.

4. Many radio subscriber units have
reached end-of-life and have significant
costs when submitted to Motorola for
repair. Staff has been deferring repairing many radios due to cost.

Desired Future State
Stakeholders are fully engaged in the
process of specifying, evaluation and
deciding investments made to improve
the city’s public safety radio system.

Recommendations


Establish a formal governance framework to solicit
stakeholder input and guide
decision-making for public
safety radio system investments.



Establish a charter to define
roles and responsibilities and
develop a communications
plan.

Radio system investments are coordinated with stakeholder groups. The city
is realizing contract leverage opportunities and maximizing enterprise-wide
capabilities.



All viable upgrade options available to
the city are vetted. The due diligence
approach to determining the optimal
upgrade strategy achieves buy-in among
all stakeholders, business executives and
oversight agencies.



Leverage the governance
framework that is approved
by the IRB to identify opportunities for sharing the cost
and benefits of common radio
system investment needs
across the city
Develop a detailed analysis on
radio system upgrade alternatives

Radio units are managed on a lifecycle
cost basis and replaced when maintenance costs exceed the total cost of
ownership for replacement units.



Establish operational value,
technical value, risk and cost
criteria as a means for comparing alternative approaches



Include stakeholders in
reviewing analysis results,
and collaborate with all public
safety agencies in developing
a strategic recommendation to
gain funding approval.
Formalize radio system
service management processes; track and report actual
performance vis-à-vis defined
service levels.
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Develop service improvement
strategy focused on cost-effective maintenance and support.

Current State Assessment

Desired Future State

5. The city’s existing Astro25 radio system has coverage gaps. Recent building
development has degraded coverage.
Also, in-building radio coverage is lacking in 40% of city buildings (e.g. school
safety officers in city schools).

System coverage and availability is sufficient to reliably support the needs of first
responders throughout the city.

6. System redundancy is lacking. It is
dependent on a single monopole antenna
at the Public Safety Answering Center
(PSAC) location, which is insufficient
for system and public safety reliability
standards.

Recommendations

The city’s radio system is available at
all times – particularly during weather
emergencies and other extreme conditions.



Perform coverage predictions to determine the impact
of adding new tower sites to
improving exterior and inbuilding coverage.



Evaluate stakeholder claim
that in-building coverage
decreased with the transition to the digital system (e.g.
fringe coverage areas are less
forgiving)



Evaluate likely coverage
improvements as a factor in
the alternative analysis for the
new radio system.
ComIT should follow through
on plans to install an additional site. Redundancy is
especially important for users
who depend on the radio
system during extreme conditions (e.g. hurricanes).
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5.8.

IT Tools and Technology Assessment
(IT Assessment #7)
The Gartner assessment included a review of the tools ComIT uses to manage assets, resources and work. The assessment
findings indicate that ComIT and the city have not invested in tools that provide ComIT visibility and control over daily
operations. ComIT currently has plans underway to evaluate and purchase some of these tools.

Tools and Technology Assessment:
Current State and Recommendations
Current State Assessment

Desired Future State

1. ComIT does not utilize a complete and
current set of tools to effectively and efficiently support the following key internal
processes:

Most IT processes and services are
well-defined/documented, and an
integrated set of tools is leveraged to
help support effective service delivery capabilities.



Application portfolio management



Application lifecycle management



Configuration management



Resource capacity management,



Business continuity management



Application development



Service level management

The lack of application management tools
will inhibit ComIT’s ability to efficiently
and effectively manage its current portfolio
and quickly respond to the city’s requirements. Delivery of projects in a timely and
cost-effective manner will be hampered
by the lack of a resource management and
tracking tools.
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Recommendations


Assess ComIT’s internal processes and determine areas
where tools/applications may
help automate and streamline
internal service delivery capabilities.



IT processes and services must
be defined first before these tools
can be selected and purchased.



Leverage Gartner research
reports and analysts to help
identify tools best suited to the
departments’ evolving process
and service management needs
and capabilities.

5.9.

IT Processes and Services Assessment
(IT Assessment #8)
An information technology infrastructure library (ITIL) is a set of practices that guides IT operations and the management
of services. Many organizations consider ITIL as the standard framework for planning, delivering and supporting IT service
management. Gartner’s assessment of ComIT included a review of standard ITIL processes during the Infrastructure and
Operations (I&O) benchmarking exercise. The findings were identified separately from I&O benchmark results in order to
give them emphasis. ComIT will greatly increase control and maturity by following the process and service recommendations stated later in this section.

Process and Service Definitions
The following describes the ITIL service processes that ComIT’s evaluation was based upon.

IT Asset Management
Per Gartner:
“IT asset management (ITAM) is a framework and set of processes for strategically tracking and managing the financial,
physical, licensing and contractual aspects of IT assets through their lifecycle.
Effective ITAM enables IT asset managers to account for IT asset management costs and associated risks in a transparent
and dependable way. The flow of that information into IT financial management programs enables organizations to make
sound funding and architectural decisions about IT sourcing from a business perspective. Gartner clients that successfully
execute ITAM as a discipline typically achieve 30% cost savings in the first year of their initiatives, and at least 5% cost savings in each of the subsequent five years. Given that software and hardware spending often accounts for 20% of IT budgets,
this is a crucial discipline to master. ITAM can also significantly reduce the compliance risks associated with recent increases in the number and intensity of software audits.”
The asset management process maintains procurement and depreciation details of assets above a certain value. It may
include information on description, values, current ownership and location of assets in a register or database, but will not
record the relationship between assets as the configuration management database does. Asset management is generally
focused on financials. ComIT’s assessment score for asset management was a 1, indicating little process rigor.

Business Relationship Management
Business relationship management (BRM) is the process of developing and nurturing relationships with business customers
and serving as an advocate for the customers’ business and technology needs. Business relationship managers must continually publicize and reinforce the message of business and IT alignment. They must represent business views and needs to the
rest of IT, while generating synergy with their business unit customers by improving information flows, communication and
synergy with supplier services. The BRM role will have extensive knowledge of the business customers and be highly familiar with:


Desired future state



Ongoing initiatives



Project status and tracking



Service requests status



Status of assets
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Service level management performance



Issues and risks



Legal and regulatory mandates



Business processes



Customer application inventory

Business relationship management maturity is an essential component of IT organizational maturity. BRM both enables and
drives a proactive business-level dialogue and a performance management approach that is focused on maintaining a service culture and delivering value. ComIT’s assessment score for BRM was a 2, indicating there is room for improving BRM
processes and services.

Capacity Management
The capacity management process ensures that adequate resource capacity is available at all times to meet the requirements
of the business. The process balances business demand with IT supply. In order to achieve this, a capacity plan is closely
linked to the business strategy, and plans are produced and reviewed on a regular basis covering business, service and
resource capacity management. Common activities within these areas include performance management (are targets being
met), workload management (are resource being utilized wisely), demand management (balancing demand with resource
supply) and application sizing and modeling. ComIT’s assessment score for capacity management was a 2, indicating there is
room for improvement.

Change Management
Change management is a single, centralized process designed for the efficient and effective handling of changes, which is
vital to the successful operation of any IT organization. Changes must be carefully managed throughout their entire lifecycle
from initiation, authorization, scheduling, building, testing, implementation, and review and closure. In ITIL, one of the key
deliverables of the process is the schedule of changes that is agreed-upon by all relevant areas including the business, and is
based on business impact and urgency.
IT change management (ITCM) governance should provide succinct guidance when IT introduces a change to the production environment that could affect client service. The fundamental strategy for ITCM process governance is to ensure that IT
implements all changes without any negative impact on customer service in a timely manner. Effective change management
must balance impacts to the customer with maintaining currency, stability and security of systems. Objectives include:
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Identifying and apply best practices in defining common processes for change throughout an organization



Developing common change management processes within an organization, including roles and responsibilities by
functional group and the governance group for managing strategic direction



Allowing change, while maintaining or improving system availability



Determining whether the amount of lead time affects the success or failure of non-disruptive changes



Identifying sensitive types and volumes of changes to reduce disruptions when lead time is important



Reducing the number of changes requiring “back-out” due to inadequate preparation or defects



Providing complete change documentation to shorten problem determination risk time



Determining a better method of identifying and categorizing changes into levels of risk



Displaying the number and types of changes planned in the short and long term



Increasing the accuracy of predictions regarding the impact of change
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Ensuring that every change record has technical and management accountability to provide a compliance audit trail



Establishing a process to ensure that change requests are consistently reviewed for technical merit and business
readiness, while allowing for flexibility based on business needs



Avoiding conflicts by managed scheduling

ComIT’s assessment score for change management was a 2, indicating there is room for improvement.

Configuration Management
Configuration management provides the foundation for successful IT service management and underpins other ITIL
processes. The fundamental deliverable is the configuration management database which details all the components of
the IT infrastructure and associated assets, including people and documents (known collectively as configuration items).
Each configuration item is linked or related to other items, and this interconnectivity or interdependence is defined within
the configuration management database. Example configuration items also include incidents, problems, known errors and
changes within ITIL definitions. ComIT’s assessment score for configuration management was a 2, indicating there is room
for improvement.

Demand Management
Demand management is defined as the practice of reducing resource requirements via reducing demand, while maintaining the ability to fully meet organizational needs. This approach can yield significant cost-saving opportunities by reducing
resource requirements.
This process covers the activities that influence business customer demand for IT services and the provision of capacity to
meet these demands. At a strategic level, demand management can involve analysis of patterns of business activity and user
profiles. At a tactical level, it can involve use of differential charging to encourage customers to use IT services at less busy
times. It is usually underpinned by a formal review process in partnership with the business to agree on strategic business
imperatives and priorities. The review process is also used to allocate resources to competing projects and services and to
monitor work progress. ComIT’s assessment score for demand management was a 1, indicating little focus on a demand
management discipline.

IT Financial Management/Chargeback
The IT financial management process provides the basis for running IT as a business and for developing a “cost conscious”
and “cost-effective” organization. The principle activities consist of understanding and accounting for the costs of provisioning each IT service or business unit, and the forecasting of future IT expenditures. This also covers the implementation of
a charging strategy, which attempts to recover the costs of IT from the business in a fair and equitable manner. ComIT’s
assessment score for financial management was a 2, indicating there is room for improvement.

Incident Management
According to the ITIL definition “An incident is any event which is not part of the standard operation of the service and
which causes, or may cause, an interruption or a reduction of the quality of the service. The objective of incident management is to restore normal operations as quickly as possible with the least possible impact on either the business or the user,
at a cost-effective price.”
The incident management process is responsible for the management of all incidents from detection and recording through
to resolution and closure. ComIT’s assessment score for incident management was a 2, indicating there is room for improvement.
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Information Security Management
Information security management ensures the confidentiality, integrity and availability of the organization’s assets, information, data and IT services. Security management usually forms part of an organizational approach to overall security
management, which has a wider scope than the IT service provider. It may include handling of documents, building access,
and phone calls for the entire organization.
Information security management details the process of planning and managing a defined level of security for IT information and services including the response to security incidents, judgment of risks and vulnerabilities, and the implementation
of cost-justifiable countermeasures. ComIT’s assessment score for information security management was a 3, which is in
alignment with the government peers. Although ComIT’s score was acceptable for the characteristics of the organization, the
city’s security posture must continue to keep pace with the changing threat landscape.

Problem Management
The goal of problem management is to minimize the adverse impact of both incidents and problems on the business. Simply
put, the goal of problem management is to seek out root causes of common incidents and eliminate the cause. A ‘problem’
is an underlying issue which is generating many incidents. Resolving the problem will also resolve the resultant incidents.
Problem management implements permanent structural solutions wherever possible. It also analyzes and trends incidents
to proactively prevent the occurrence of repeat or associated incidents and problems. ComIT works to resolve incidents as
they become known, but does not have a process in place to determine the underlying issue and resolve it for all customers.
ComIT’s assessment score for problem management was a 1, indicating little process discipline.
In FY14 ComIT implemented a new service desk tool that will greatly improve problem management process maturity. The
tool will allow related incidents to be associated to each other, and also tied to an overarching problem that is causing the
multiple incidents. Problems can be escalated for visibility and priority in the troubleshooting and resolution process. After
resolving and closing a problem, the associated child incidents can be automatically closed as well. This new service desk
functionality will improve the efficiency and effectiveness of problem management as well as incident management.

Release Management
The release management process takes a holistic view of changes to IT services, considering all aspects of a release, both
technical and non-technical. It is responsible for all legal and contractual obligations for all hardware and software in use
within the organization. In ITIL, and to protect the IT assets of the organization, it establishes secure environments for both
hardware in the definitive hardware store and software in the definitive software library.
Per Gartner, “Through 2016, a lack of effective release management will contribute up to 80% of production incidents in
large organizations with complex IT services.”57
An effective release management process gives IT a way to improve the speed and quality of changes to the production environment. IT leaders can institute this process to reduce incidents and emergency rollbacks and improve the value delivered
to the business. ComIT’s assessment score for release management was a 1, indicating little process rigor.

57

How IT Operations Can Set Up an Effective, Centralized Release Management Process. Rep. Gartner, June 2013. Web.
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IT Service Continuity Management
Service continuity is responsible for managing risks that could seriously impact IT services. It describes the way recovery
plans are designed to ensure that IT services are provided to an agreed-level within an agreed schedule following any major
incident causing or potentially causing disruption of the service. It should be recognized that IT service continuity or disaster recovery is only one component of a broader business continuity plan. IT service continuity management ensures that
the IT service provider can always provide minimum agreed service levels by reducing the risk to an acceptable level and
planning for the recovery of IT services. IT service continuity management should be designed to support business continuity management.
ComIT’s assessment score for service continuity was a 1, indicating in the past little has been done to address disaster recovery. A disaster recovery plan is currently being defined to remediate risk to city operations.

Service Level Management
According to the ITIL definition:
Service level management (SLM) is the process for finding a realistic compromise between the customers’ needs and expectations and the costs of associated services, such that these are acceptable to both the customer and to the IT organization.
Service Level Management must:


Document all the IT services offered.



Present the services in a way that is comprehensible to the customer.



Focus on the customer and the customer’s business and not the technology.



Work closely with the customer to propose realistic IT services that match the customer’s needs.



Establish the necessary agreements with customers and suppliers in order to offer the services required.



Define the key IT service performance indicators.



Monitor the quality of the agreed services with the overall goal of improving them at a cost acceptable to the customer.



Prepare reports on the quality of service and service improvement plans.

The SLM process is used to prevent misunderstandings between business and IT by formally defining services and measurable service performance targets, such as availability, hours of operation and response time. The BRM will mediate
and monitor the service level management processes. They will serve as an advocate for the business and ensure ComIT is
responding appropriately and within negotiated timelines.
Organizations use the SLM process to drive continual improvement of both the IT services and the business-IT relationship. IT operations uses the SLM process to negotiate service-level targets (SLTs), document service level agreements (SLAs),
monitor and report on actual performance, and identify opportunities for improvement. ComIT’s assessment score for service level management was a 0 (zero), indicating no focus at all on an SLM discipline.
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IT Process and Service Maturity Score
The Gartner assessment of infrastructure processes and overall maturity indicated the city scored 1.54 on the maturity scale
(out of 5.0). A score of 1.54 represents the average of all process scores combined. The figure below describes ComIT’s maturity score compared to peers for the thirteen IT processes that were defined above. In some areas, ComIT scored relatively
equally to peers, but other areas indicated very little process maturity.
Figure 71: Infrastructure Process Maturity Scores

The City’s lowest scores (<=1) are in:
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Problem Management



Demand Management



Release Management



IT Service Continuity Management



Service Level Management



IT Asset Management
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The summary of ComIT’s process maturity scores compared to peers and Gartner’s overall average is presented in the table
below for a clearer view.
Table 5: Summary of Process Maturity Scores

Process

Virginia Beach

Government Avg.

Gartner Database Avg.

IT Asset Management

1.0

1.6

2.4

Business Relationship Management

2.0

1.7

2.7

Capacity Management

2.0

1.5

2.1

Change Management

2.0

3.4

3.4

Configuration Management

2.0

2.0

2.4

Demand Management

1.0

2.8

2.9

Financials Management

2.0

2.2

2.7

Incident Management

2.0

2.4

3.2

Information Security Management

3.0

3.0

3.2

Problem Management

1.0

2.5

2.6

Release Management

1.0

2.6

2.6

IT Service Continuity Management

1.0

2.2

2.9

Service Level Management

0.0

1.6

2.2

The figure below describes the process maturity levels.
Figure 72: ComIT Process Maturity Score

City of VA Beach Rating 1.54
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Processes and Services Assessment:
Current State and Recommendations
Gartner has made the following recommendations in order to improve IT process maturity.
Current State Assessment
ComIT has formalized some IT processes; however, there are many areas where
little or no process definition exists today.
The city’s overall average process maturity is 1.54 (on a scale of 1-5), indicating
that most processes are ad hoc and not
well defined.
Not coincidentally, poorly defined problem management processes are negatively
impacting ComIT’s ability to quickly
resolve service desk issues, while weak
release management processes have contributed to ComIT’s inability to quickly
test and deploy software updates (package issue).
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Desired Future State
Within the next five years, ComIT
should aspire to attain Level 4 in
the Process Capability Maturity
Model. At this “Managed” level,
processes are monitored and measured and controlled to continuously provide good practice.

Recommendations
Defining effective IT processes is
fundamental to developing effective IT
services. If ComIT’s goal is to successfully support a customer-centric
service delivery model, process definition and overall improvements in IT
service management will be critical.
As indicated in Gartner’s related Infrastructure and Operations Benchmark
study, the following processes are least
mature within ComIT:


Problem Management



Release Management



IT Service Continuity Management



Service Level Management



IT Asset Management

